


As we begin our Diamond Jubilee walk, we remember our founders, Mr. and Mrs. 
Dorsey, the pioneers who established Faith Academy in the year 1964.

A small beginning with 11 children, which has now blossomed into two schools 
with over 3700 children.

The school has stood tall over the past six decades. It is indeed God’s hand of 
blessing we see as it has touched and shaped the lives of many children through 
the years.

Our Alumni are living far and wide, holding positions of great responsibility and 
they are thankful for the godly values imbibed.

As we raise a generation where values have changed, we still work towards nurturing  
them with a good value system which will steer them through turbulent times. 

Yes! The world looks attractive, where a new gadget appears in the market every 
day, scientific progress which is stupendous, discoveries are endless, each day 
closing on the old chapter to opening a fresh one, our children are playing a 
game-changing role in the midst of such times.

It is in these times that our commitment to 
excellence grows not only academically but 
in the overall development where our 
children will explore new horizons and 
persevere in whatever challenges they 
face.

So, as you turn the pages, you will see 
children’s creativity, their skills and 
much more, a testament to what 
a child learns and acquires, the 
legacy we pass on…

So to Happy times of Reading!

Mrs. Elizabeth Robert
Principal & Manager  
Faith Academy 
Second Shift

…….the Lord your God, He is 
God, the faithful God who keeps 

covenant and mercy for a thousand 
generations.

Deuteronomy 7:9

From The 
Editor's 

Desk

ear Readers,
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I
t was indeed a diamond walk for 
Faith Academy as it celebrates 60th 
anniversary this year since its inception 
in 1964. Diamonds naturally occur in 

the mantle of earth about 150 km below the 
surface. They are the products of extreme 
temperature and pressure and brought 
to the surface by the volcanic activities. 
Faith Academy is not an exception to it. It 
is also a product of extreme difficulties and 
numerous challenges. Despite all odds, it was 
able to walk on a tough terrain and take the 
school from eleven students to more than 
3,700. There were six teachers in the beginning, 
now it has grown to over 190 staff. The school 
was able to excel in academics, sports and co-
curricular activities and countless students 
graduated from the school and are doing well 
in their life. Many are well settled in the country 
and overseas, holding positions of repute.

The ordeal to establish the school was not 
easy. Despite all odds, it was able to work 
on a rough terrain making leaps and bounds 
in its progress. Every step was a challenge 
from getting recognition, to a piece of land to 
construct a building. 

The story of Faith Academy school started at 
a Bible study conducted by Reverend John L. 
Dorsey in East Patel Nagar. One day, Persis 
Massey, a member of the Bible study, made 
a suggestion for starting a Christian school 
in East Patel Nagar, New Delhi. The idea took 
shape with 7 people giving 3000 each and FA 
was born in 1964 in a rented building in East 
Patel Nagar.

The vision of Faith Academy is not just to impart 
good quality education, but a good character 
as well.  Mere education will not make a person 
complete. It is the moral values that makes a 
man complete. Over the years, Faith Academy 
has given a lot of emphasis on building the moral 
character of students and wherever they went, 
they became leaders in their field. Considering 

the present chaotic situation in the world, 
the need for teaching Moral Education has 
assumed greater importance. If the world has 
to survive, there is need for people with strong 
moral character. The absence of good values is 
the cause of the present moral deterioration in 
the society. Therefore over the past sixty years 
Faith Academy has been striving hard to give 
good quality education plus good moral life to 
the students. This is the need of the hour and 
we believe that our school has made a great 
contribution to the cause of building a society 
with strong values.

 Our future vision is to make FA a creative 
thinking school. We have already taken a 
number of steps towards this objective. A 
separate creative thinking lab has been set up 
for children to come and think creatively. As 
we all know the future of the world is going 
to belong to AI; our emphasis is to teach our 
children and take them to the next level. God 
willing, we will start coding classes by next 
academic session. So excellence is our objective 
and FA is undoubtedly marching towards it. 

Our student Karanjeet Singh, won two gold 
medals in the arm wrestling championship 
held at Malaysia this year. It is another feather 
added to our cap. Sports will be on our priority 
list.

Our motto is to bring glory to God through 
quality education combined with strong moral 
teaching and excellent co - curricular activities.

More than all these things the promise of God 
to us is, ‘Seek ye first the Kingdom 
of God and all these things shall 
be added unto you.’
Matthew 6:33

A DIAMOND WALK.

Director’s Message 

Mr. S. Robert 
Director 
Faith Academy Schools & Projects
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t gives me great joy to greet you on 
the occasion of the 60th anniversary 

of Faith Academy!

The story of Faith Academy is a parade of God’s extraordinary 
mercies. From its humble beginnings in 1964, the faithfulness of God 
has guided the institution to what it is today. We can only be grateful 
when we think of the thousands of individuals and families who 
have been blessed through the Faith Academy group of institutions 
and projects with educational opportunities for advancement and 
productive service to the nation and to the world. 

On an occasion like this, it is appropriate for us to pay tribute to the 
past leaders of the School who sacrificially and courageously built 
up this institution through the years. We remember with gratitude, 
Rev. and Mrs. John L. Dorsey and the team of visionary founders, 
Miss Joyce Khanna, Dr. A.V.N. Paul, and others who are now enjoying 
their heavenly rewards. We are truly thankful to God for their selfless 
service. 

With our confidence in the unlimited resources of God, let us 
continue to march ahead in serving God and the world! On behalf of 
the Christian Educational Society, I wish you all blessings and peace!

Sincerely,

Dr. Mohan Chacko 
President 
Christian Educational Society
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Congratulations & 
Warm Greetings to Faith 
Academy for 60 Years!

The Dorseys were like 
second parents, and 
mentors to me in my 
professional life. So, in 
1962, when they and 
the young Christian 
Educational Society asked 
me to join the Society that 
had started the primary 
classes of Faith Academy 
in East Patel Nagar, I was 
both honoured and happy 
to accept. I was already 
involved in children’s 
work and education in 
Dehradun. Thus, my 
participation in the CES 
board meetings, as well 
as other visits to the 
growing Faith Academy 
staff and student body 
over the next 46 years 
were like a tonic to me as 
I saw Almighty God bless 
this wonderful school. 
May your celebrations of 
His faithfulness be a joy 
to all.

So, please accept my 
sincere best wishes on 
this happy occasion -

Dr. David G. Fiol

A Song of Ascents in the book of 
Psalms teaches us that “those who 
sow in tears shall reap in joy.”  Faith 
Academy has grown and evolved 
in ways we could never have 
imagined from the time it was first 
established in 1964. The Diamond 
Jubilee Annual Day Celebration 
is not just a momentous event, 
but a reflection of the Founders’ 
enduring legacy, unwavering faith 
and dedication to education. Our 
founders and scores of dedicated 
leaders, teachers and workers 
of Faith Academy have sown in 
during difficult and challenging 
times and the reward has been 
a bountiful harvest of joy. The 
Diamond Jubilee testifies how the 
dedication of the School’s present 
leadership was blessed by God in 
multiplying the School to more 
than one institution and reaching 
out to the marginalised society 
through Community College 
education.  

It is with great joy that I extend my 
warm greetings on the occasion of 
Faith Academy’s Diamond Jubilee. 
May the Lord, who is the Saviour 
and Shepherd, continue to help, 
lead and guide Faith Academy to 
see several Jubilee years in the 
service to humanity.    

Mr. C. Sundaraj  
Honorary Treasurer 
Christian Educational Society 

I am very glad that Faith 
Academy has reached its 
60th year of significant 
existence. During this 
period, we have realized 
that thousands of students 
received their life’s basic 
training, making them 
qualified to pursue various 
careers in their lives. This is 
an encouraging testimony 
of achieving our mandate 
aimed at contributing to our 
nation-building. Christian 
values of love, grace and 
faith were also inculcated 
in students, making them 
develop into good human 
beings. 

Of course, we encountered 
‘storms’ during this period 
and anticipate more. But, 
we believe that our FAITH 
in the Living God will make 
us be more than conquerors 
through Him to stride 
through. 

I congratulate the Faith 
Academy Team on this 
auspicious occasion. I also 
wish them success in the 
coming years. 

Dr. L. Pulamte 
Chairman 
Faith Academy Managing 
Committee
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Principal’s Message
Dear Friend,

It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to
the edition of Faith Academy Diamond Jubilee Magazine. This publication serves 

as a reflection of the remarkable journey our school community continues to embark 
upon. We celebrate the faithfulness of LORD JESUS on this Diamond Jubilee- six decades 

of Faith Academy.
In these pages, just like Diamond sparkles, you will discover the incredible achievements of our 
students, the dedication of our teachers, and the vibrant spirit that defines our institution. 

Aanya Talwar achieved the highest aggregate of 97.8% in the CBSE Class XII BOARD EXAMINATION 
2023. Gaius got into the prestigious IIT-Kharagpur. Many students could get admission to 
well-reputed universities and colleges. Aryan Gupta of class X obtained 95% in the CBSE BOARD 
EXAMINATION.

15 students in toto, obtained a complete centum in different subjects. In the International 
Mathematics Olympiad, Garvit Bhutani was awarded Rank 2. Karanjeet Singh of class X has won 
two Gold Medals in the International Arm-Wrestling Competition in Malaysia. It is a testament to 
the hard work, passion, and commitment of each and every staff member of our Faith Academy 
family. As John Ruskin says, "Quality is never an accident. It is always the result of intelligent 
efforts."

As we navigate the ever-changing landscape of education, we remain steadfast in our mission, 
as was envisioned by our godly Founders, to provide a nurturing and enriching environment for 
our students. We encourage them to explore their potential, embrace challenges and strive for 
excellence in every endeavour. In the inter-school competitions held in August, Faith Academy 
received five First Prizes, and in Zonals, three. Jasreet Waraich secured the first position in Shot 
Put under 14 in Open Khelo India. It's indeed, Girl power!

Above all, Faith Academy Family always strongly believes in moral values, ethics and etiquettes. 
One of our alumni, Mr. Ashish Ajmera, who is a renowned global leader in the field of IT, has 
sent an e-mail: "Throughout this journey and changing scenario, one constant factor has been 
the grounding that I received from Faith Academy, discipline and simple things like not making 
a sound when putting down your cup on the table and most importantly, having your shoes 
polished, nails trimmed, shirts ironed, and decent hair cut….”

The institution has catered to thousands of students in these sixty years and today we witness 
them shining like a lighthouse in every corner of the world. We are proud to mention that our own 
alumna, Dr. Shelly Oberoi is now holding a very highly responsible position as the Mayor of Delhi, 
serving the National Capital.

I extend my heartfelt gratitude to the Editorial Team Members for their relentless efforts in bringing 
out this magazine to life. It is a showcase of the ability and creativity that thrive within the walls 
of Faith Academy. 
I hope you find pearls of wisdom within these pages.

Wish you an enjoyable reading!

With warm regards,

Dr. M. Kannan, 
Principal, Faith Academy
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CBSE MERIT CERTIFICATES 2022-2023

These certificates are awarded to the top 
0.1% of the successful candidates in order 
to recognize their potential and outstanding 
performances.

With the help and guidance of our teachers, 
15 students received Merit Certificates from 
CBSE.

CBSE awarded Skill Education Certificates to 
42 students to promote and encourage Mass 
Media as a Skill Course.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CBSE RESULTS FOR THE 
YEAR 2022-2023

CLASS X

Highest aggregate:95% 
9 students obtained above 90% 

5 students got 100% in 
Artificial Intelligence,1 in Mathematics

CLASS XII

Highest aggregate : 97.8% 
Humanities : 97.8% 
Science : 96.6% 
Commerce : 94.4% 
7 students obtained 100% in Mass Media,1 in 
Mathematics and 1 in Computer Science. 
35 students obtained above 90%

IMPORTANT SCHOOL PROGRAMMES AND 
ACTIVITIES

• Founders’ Day
• International Day for 

Biodiversity
• Independence Day • Nursery Orientation

• Republic Day
• John &Mary Dorsey 

Inter school 
Competition

• Pariksha Pe Charcha • Children’s Day
• Christmas Programme • Constitution Day
• Graduation Ceremony • Earth Day
• Teachers’ Day • Van Mahotsav
• World Environment Day

IMPORTANT ACTIVITIES AND 
ACHIEVEMENTS - DEPARTMENT WISE

SCIENCE

OLYMPIAD - 1 Certificate of Excellence 
Zonal Level and 1 Gift voucher. 49 Medals of 
Excellence and 1 Medal of Distinction

EVS Day - was celebrated in the Primary 
Department.

SCIENCE FAIR - 200 students from classes VI 
to XII participated and displayed their models 
and projects.

State Level Science Fair - Chemistry Model 
won First prize.

ZONAL LEVEL SCIENCE FAIR -

• Waqar Akhtar & Smritjoy Kanji secured the 
First position in "Tech PH indicator" model 
display. 

• Avi Saini and Rishit Dhara won the First 
prize in Solar Path Graph model display. 

‘Poshan Maah' Healthy Breakfast activity was 
conducted on Oct 8 for classes VI – VIII

ART OF SCIENCE - 2023 Theme: AWAKE, 
ARISE AND EMPOWER

• 24 students from our school participated 
in various events like science quiz, 
symposium and exhibition.

• In the Science Exhibition Rufus Joshua 
Chandy, VIII C and Rahul Bayen, VIII C, got 
the First prize. 

• Faith Academy got the Overall Performance 
trophy and received a cash prize of Rs 
20000/.

Chandrayaan 3 Landing - Students were 
encouraged to write articles and make 
projects. Video of the landing was shown to 
the students of classes VI-VIII.-

Olympiad-5 Gold Medals of Excellence

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT
October 2022-September 2023

But thanks be to God, which giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ. 1 Corinthians 15:57

Loving greetings to you! I am exhilarated to present the Principal's Annual Report for the 
Academic Year October 2022 - September 2023. I am overwhelmed with gratitude to Lord Jesus 
for His abundant blessings upon Faith Academy which helped it to rise up to greater heights.
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ENGLISH

OLYMPIAD-3 Certificates of Excellence Zonal 
Level,1 Silver medal,1 Gift voucher and 1 Cash 
award.

47 Medals of Excellence and 13 Medals of 
Distinction.

World English Language Day was celebrated 
on Apr 25.

ZONAL LEVEL COMPETITION - Extempore, 
Senior Girls - First, Slogan Writing, Senior Boys 
- First, Declamation, Junior Girls-First.

State Level Poem Recitation Competition 
- Reyaansh Sehgal of Class VI C secured the 
First Position in Junior Boys Category and was 
given a cash award of Rs. 1000/-.

English Literary Activity -The students of 
class IX enacted “ The Comedy of Errors”.

HINDI

Nukkad Natak, Poetry Writing, Story Writing 
and Debate competition for the students of 
classes VI–X.

SANSKRIT

Class VI students had Fancy Dress Competition 
depicting famous Professions.

MATHEMATICS

National Level Abacus - First Prize Ansh 
Gupta

OLYMPIAD -
• SOF International Mathematics Olympiad, 

Intl Rank 2; Zonal rank :1.
• Garvit Bhutani was awarded with a 

certificate, Silver Medal and Rs 25,000/-.
• 3 Certificates of Excellence and 1 Silver 

Medal. 3 Medals of Distinction and 53 
Gold Medals of Excellence.

Mathematics Fair - Students displayed 
their love for the subject by participating 
in a number of activities like power-point 
presentation, dance performances, enactment 
of a skit and model display.

COMMERCE

Olympiad-3 Certificates of Excellence Zonal 
Level, 1 Bronze Medal and 2 Gift Vouchers

SOCIAL SCIENCE

Museum Expo-20th May

Letter to my Supermom Campaign-organised 
by the Department of Posts to show gratitude 

to mothers and their sacrifices.

Activities related to G-20 were conducted in 
the school.

World Heritage Day activities were organized.

Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav Program of 
Government of India along with the Ministry 
of Education was organized; 6 Designs were 
selected in stamp designing competition and 
sent to Postal Department.

Deen Dayal Sparsh Yojana 2022- Pranav 
Sethi of VI received Rs .6000/- as scholarship 
amount.

ROAD SAFETY AWARENESS : Importance of 
Walking, Cycling and Use of Public Transport 
was stressed.

MOCK U.N : Two students from FA 1 voiced 
their opinion against violations of Human 
Rights in Afghanistan and Match Fixing in 
Cricket Association of Rajasthan and Haryana.

NATIONAL UNITY DAY-: This was observed 
to commemorate Sardar Vallabhai Patel’s birth 
anniversary. A ‘UNITY RUN’ was organized and 
a pledge was taken to uphold the unity and 
integrity of India. Students of Faith Academy 
observed August 14, 2023 as "Remembrance 
Day of Partition".

Mock Drill and Fire Mock Drill helped in 
emergency preparedness plan and the entire 
process took seven minutes.

MORAL EDUCATION

“LOGOS: - Inter-School Bible Quiz Competition 
- First Prize at Mount Carmel

INTER-SCHOOL BIBLE QUIZ COMPETITION-
First Prize at Holy Child School

YMCA Inter-School Bible Quiz Competition : 
First Prize

John L.Dorsey Inter-School Bible Quiz-First 
Prize

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

Olympiad-5 Medals of Excellence

MUSIC /DANCE

OJASVI’ CULTURAL FEST-Dance competition-
II Prize at Queen Mary’s School

YMCA Gospel Singing-II Prize

Western Music/Dance Competition-II Prize 
at YMCA on 15TH November

YMCA Inter-school Talent Contest - Overall 
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Champions Rolling Trophy

Piano Classes are organized after school 
hours.

ART

Clay Moulding - II Prize at Mount Carmel

ECO CLUB 

Activities undertaken: Shramdaan, Anti 
Cracker Drive, Clean India Campaign, Visit to 
the Wet Land

Anti-Dengue and Malaria Awareness Drive 
with the Mayor of Delhi, Dr. Shelly Oberoi.

Wild Life Conservation, Plantation of herbs 
and Street Play on “Solution to Air Pollution 
-Plant Trees”.

Skit Enactment on Endangered species-Some 
children also took part in painting competition 
based on Wild life Conservation.

SPORTS AND NCC

International Junior Arm Wrestling 
Championship in Malaysia - Karanjeet Singh 
class X bagged 2 Gold Medals

Aryan Competition-1 Gold Medal and a 
certificate

2nd Eminence Shooting Championship - 
Mayank won Bronze medal

Triple Jump - Kevin Brown won Gold medal

2nd Guns of National Sports Academy - 
Mayank won 2 Gold medals

French Boxing-Laksh Gupta won Gold medal

Sports Coaching - is done before school hours

NCC CATC Camp (Boys) - Best Cadet Award 
(Dev Vashisht IX-A)

NCC CATC CAMP (BOYS) - 23 Cadets attended 
the camp

Zonal Competition- Parth Dhanwaria of Class 
XII & Jasreet Waraich of Class VIII secured 
Gold medals in Shotput.

Badminton (Junior Boys) - II position

Dyslexia Awareness Month

Speech, slogans and poster making activities 
were organized.

Flood Relief Camp

Clothes, food items and water cans were 
distributed at the temporary shelters.

VISITS

The school organised many visits to Police 

Station, Fire Station, Parliament House, 
Pradhan Mantri Museum and Traffic Park to 
give the children a life time experience. Kids 
enjoyed these so much.

HOBBY COMPETITION

Hobby Competition was conducted for 
Classes VI – IX and XI. Around 100 children 
participated and exhibited their hobbies 
under the category of Coin collection, 
Stamp collection, Pressed leaves and Flower 
Collection, Handicrafts Collection, 
Painting/Sketching/Doodling Collection, 
Photography Collection.

Delhi University Flower Show

Delhi University Flower Show was held on 2nd 
March 2023 in Gautam Buddha Centenary 
Garden, Delhi University. 13 Students from 
classes VIII, IX and XI participated in various 
categories and won 5 First Prizes and 3 Highly 
Commended prizes.

65TH ANNUAL FLOWER SHOW RESULTS 
(SCHOOL GARDEN)

Our school was highly appreciated at the 
65th Annual Flower Show wherein the school 
garden, the rock garden and the green area 
of the Senior Wing bagged First Positions 
respectively.

WEBINARS\WORKSHOPS FOR 
STUDENTS,TEACHERS AND PARENTS

Workshop for Students

Etiquettes and Manners workshop - Classes 
IV-V

Handling Media-Classes VII-VIII

SAFAL Virtual Orientation -Classes V-VIII

Plant Biotechnology Workshop - XI-XII Science 
Application and Opportunities at Pusa

Philately Workshop

Cyber Awareness Webinar-Class IX.

CAREER COUNSELLING- Mr. Ashish Jain from 
Mentor Educational Services, addressed Class 
XII Students.

Karunya Institute of Science & Technology. 
This was for students of class XI.

Workshops on Curation of Art Journalling and 
Future of Museums-46 Students along with 3 
teachers attended it.

Life skills workshop : Mr. George Ebenezer, 
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CEO, Beyond Barriers, Bangalore, was the 
resource person.

Pariksha Pe Charcha : 100 students from 
classes IX to XII received a personally signed 
letter from the Hon’ble Prime Minister of India 
encouraging them for their future career.

Mukhyamantri Vigyan Pratibha Pariksha 
-Aryan Gupta of X B received a Merit Certificate

Workshop for Parents

“How to Parent GEN – Z and Parenting style and 
How parents are not supposed to pressurize 
students when it comes to studies.

Vocational Transition and Career 
Opportunities for Students with Disabilities.

Workshop for Teachers

Sports Workshop - Mr. David Kaliappan 
attended the PRCN/Refresher Training Course 
at NCC Headquarters and has been promoted 
as the Second Officer.

The Hon’ble Delhi High Court organized 
an Awareness Webinar on Child Sexual 
Exploitation and Abuse. Staff and children 
attended it and were benefitted.

NPSC GOLDEN JUBILEE CONFERENCE: 
Mrs. Mamta Arora attended this conference. 
Theme: “Designing Human-Centric Education 
for a sustainable world.”

‘Teaching Strategies’ by Mr. Pradeep John, 

Blaze Academy, Chennai

Webcast CBSE Modalities X-XII for teachers.

Capacity Building Workshop - Mr. Manoj 
attended the Physics Workshop

Camlin Art Cambridge Foundation School 
Workshop attended by Mrs. Chaya Abraham

Robotics Workshop-Resolute Education

Capacity Building workshop on NEP – 30 
teachers attended the Workshop. Resource 
persons : Mr. J.N. Mehra, Retd. Vice Principal, 
Lancers Convent and Ms. Shalini Chauhan, 
H.M, The Wisdom Tree.

Workshop/Notable projects by the 
Principal 

Webinar on children's safety and 
well-being organised by Delhi State Legal 
Service Authority

CBSE online Inspection of a school in Assam 
(18 November)

Spot Evaluation – Principal was appointed as 
CNS

CBSE Webinar on SQAA(10 April)

 Webinar on NEP, SQAA and SAFAL.

SOF Best Zonal Principal Award Delhi 
Zone was awarded to the Principal for his 
leadership and initiative for organising the 

SOF Olympiad..

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the Members of 
the Christian Education Society, the Members of the Managing 
Committee, and Mr. S. Robert, Director, Faith Academy Schools 
and Projects, for all their perpetual support.

I am thankful to Mrs. E. Robert, Principal and Manager, Second 
Shift, for her coordination and cooperation in every sphere of 

scholastic and co-scholastic activities. I would also like to thank Mrs. Angels, Vice 
Principal, Mrs. Neeta Mall, Middle school Headmistress, Mrs. Sylvia Singh, Pre-Primary 
and Primary Headmistress and Mrs. Irene Singh, Headmistress, Faith Academy Second 
Shift, for their helping hand to uplift the standard of the school. Thanks to the Teaching 
Faculty, Office Staff and Supporting Staff for the smooth functioning of the school.

I am thankful to the Parents and Students for co-operating with us at all times.

Respectfully submitted, 

Dr. M. Kannan 
Principal  
Faith Academy

Appreciation
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It is a joy and a privilege as we welcome you 
to the Diamond Jubilee edition of Facets of 
Faith!

We have a responsible task of shaping the 
future of our current generation. It is not 
just the minds but the hearts, the dreams, 
and the aspirations of the young boys and 
girls. 

As children and as young adults, you are the torch bearers of a new era, 
evolving at an unprecedented pace marked by technological advancements, 
shifting social dynamics and environmental challenges. 

In such a changing scenario you must equip yourself with the tools and 
resilience needed to navigate the uncertainties of the future. While classroom 
teaching imparts knowledge, it is crucial to remember that academics should 
not be viewed as a burden. It is not a means to an end, but a door to new 
opportunities. I encourage you to recognize the potential within each one of 
you.

The pursuit of knowledge should be a joyful endeavour, filled with curiosity, 
passion and a thrill of discovery. Embrace your studies as a journey of 
self-discovery and you will find that each assignment and exam is an 
opportunity to learn, grow and evolve into the best version of yourself.

So my dear students, your time in school is a phase of growth and 
transformation where you cultivate your skills, knowledge and the character 
that you carry into the world beyond these walls.

So, unlock a future full of challenges and opportunities.

Let me wish you a wonderful time as you explore the pages of our Diamond 
Jubilee edition.

God Bless! 

Mrs. Elizabeth Robert 
Principal & Manager 
Faith Academy Second Shift

ear All
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Greetings to each one of you in the most precious name of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ! 
As the Psalmist says, "Thy faithfulness reaches unto the clouds... the children... put their trust 
under the shadow of thy wings." Psalm 36:5 & 7 

We praise God for His everlasting love which never fails and surrounds us in every situation. 
I am happy to present the Principal's Annual Report for the academic year October 
2022 - September 2023. We are grateful for His protection over the school, staff and students. 

I want to thank God that Faith Academy Second Shift has entered the 10th year. It’s been a 
beautiful journey, where from baby steps we have grown into a full-fledged Senior Secondary 
School. It’s purely God’s blessing!

CBSE BOARD RESULTS FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2022 - 2023

HIGHEST 
AGGREGATE
CLASS - XII

HIGHEST AGGREGATE
CLASS - X

SUBJECT TOPPERS
CLASS X - SECURED 100%

Garima - 94.4% 
(Humanities)

Sumit Mondal - 94.4% (X-B)
Ayan Asher Masih - Artificial 
Intelligence (X-A)

Tina Samanta - 85.8% 
(Commerce)

Yash Goyal - 92.6% (X-A)
Steffy Shinu -
Artificial Intelligence (X-B)

Ayan Asher Masih - 92.2 % 
(X-A)

IMPORTANT SCHOOL EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS

Christmas Celebration Science Fair

Founders day Mathematics Fair

Independence Day Children’s Day

Republic Day English Language Day

Teachers Day Hobby Competition

Investiture Ceremony Mother’s Day

PRINCIPAL & MANAGER’S REPORT 
OCTOBER 2022 - SEPTEMBER 2023

FAITH ACADEMY SECOND SHIFT
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EDUCATIONAL TRIPS & VISITS FOR STUDENTS

Pradhanmantri Sangrahalaya International Museum Expo-2023

National Institute for Plant Biotechnology Traffic Training Park

Soil Science, Pusa Institute Fire Station

All India Institute of Medical Sciences

WORKSHOPS FOR STUDENTS

Life Skills workshop - Beyond Barriers  Sensitization & Menstrual Hygiene

Cyber Crime Awareness - Online Predators National Cadet Corps - Annual Training Camp

WORKSHOP FOR PARENTS

Parenting and Handling Teens - Counselling Department - Resource Person, Miss Grace Joyce

CBSE WORKSHOPS ATTENDED BY TEACHERS

 Skill Awareness National Progressive School Conference

Camlin Art ( Kokuyo) Awareness Programme - Dengue & Malaria

Mega Tree Plantation Drive  Safal Examination Orientation

 Capacity Building NCERT - Blended Learning

School Quality Assessment & Assurance Framework

WORKSHOPS CONDUCTED IN SCHOOL FOR TEACHERS

Happiness Curriculum- Miss. Anna John Super Teacher - Mr. John Pradeep

National Education Policy (NEP) - CBSE 
Team

Resolute Coding & Robotics program - 
Mr. Rajesh Pasungili & Mr. Huzaifa Khan

WORKSHOPS FOR PRINCIPALS

CBSE Workshop - Deshbhakti and Entrepreneurship NPSC - Holistic Progress Card

OTHER PROGRAMMES

RELIEF WORK IN DELHI FLOOD AFFECTED AREA - JULY 18 - 27, 2023

Over 10,000 food packets, 4000 sanitary kits, mosquito coils and a substantial number of 
water cans were distributed to those adversely affected by the unexpected and torrential rains 
and subsequent floods. We are also thankful to our parents for their generous efforts and 
contribution. Students voluntarily took part in this good cause.

LIVE TELECAST OF CHANDRAYAAN – 3 – AUGUST 23, 2023

 Students witnessed the live telecast of the launching of Chandrayaan-3 when the spacecraft 
landed successfully near the Lunar South Pole making India the fourth country to soft land on 
the Moon.
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ZONAL  INTER-SCHOOL ACTIVITIES & ACHIEVEMENTS

DATE COMPETITION ACHIEVEMENTS

ENGLISH

AUG 16, 2023 Extempore - Zonal Second Prize
Aparna Mallick IX-B

HINDI

NOV 25, 2022 Hindi Olympiad Gold
Karishma Taneja
VII-A
Aritra Manna
VI-A

Silver
Jatin Madan
VI-B
Subhodeep Maiti
VII-A

MATHEMATICS

DEC 13, 2022 Mathematics Olympiad 21 Gold Medals

COMMERCE

JAN 23, 2023 Commerce Olympiad 3 Gold Medals 
Gaurav Yadav-XIIB 
Paromita Mal-XIIB 
Geetika Niranjan-XIIB

AUG 17, 2023 John & Mary Dorsey Inter-School 
Competition
Dina - Com - Commerce

Second Prize
Rimi Majhi XI-B
Palak Rai XI-B
Koheli Mantri XI-B

SCIENCE

DEC 12, 2022 Inter-School Competition
Science Model Exhibition

Second Prize
Gagan Kumar X-A
Sumit Mondal X-B

NOV 14, 2022 YMCA- Youth Talent Hunt
Skit Competition-Impact of 
COVID-19 on Students

First Prize
Overall Champion Trophy

OCT 18, 2022 Science Olympiad 11 Gold Medals
3 Merit Certificates

DEC 7, 2022 Zonal Science Competition Second Prize

AUG 18, 2023 John & Mary Dorsey Inter-School 
Competition
Fastest Fingers

First Prize

Art Integrated Bio-Science 
Diagram

Second Prize

SOCIAL SCIENCE

AUG 18, 2023
John & Mary Dorsey Inter-School 
Competition
Melange - 2023

First Prize

DEC 4, 2022

Daak Room - The Letter Writing 
Carnival
Best Handwriting
Letter Writing

First Prize
Preeti Saran-XIA
Gauri Malhotra-VIC
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POLITICAL SCIENCE

AUG 18, 2023
John & Mary Dorsey Inter-School 
Competition
Political Charades

First Prize

MUSIC

OCT 22, 2022 Apostles Singing Competition
Junior Choir First Prize

SPORTS

SEPT 30-OCT 1, 
2022

Zonal Athletic Meet-2022
Shotput Under-19 – Girls
Shotput Under-17 – Girls
Discus throw – under 17 – Girls

Gold Medal
Silver Medal
Silver Medal

Zonal Primary Athletic Meet-2022
Broad Jump

Gold Medal
Jeremiah Shibu IV-A
Silver Medal
Shreyansh Sharma IV-A

Throwball Silver Medal
Harjas VI-B

JUNE 1-4, 2023
National Arm Wrestling & Para Arm 
Wrestling Championship
60kg - Left Arm Wrestling

Silver Medal
Bhagyashree Prasad IX-C

AUG 16, 2023 Athletic Championship - 2023
Relay 3000m (Senior Boys Category)

Silver Medal
Prem Rathore XII-A

SEPT 18, 2023
Athletic Championship - 2023
Shotput Under-19 (Senior Girls 
Category)

Silver Medal
Soha Siddiqui XII-A

Aug 26 – 28, 2023 Zonal Volleyball Championship 
(Girls)

Silver Medal, Certificates & 
Trophy

THANKS & APPRECIATION

I am grateful to the members of the Christian Educational Society, the Managing Committee of 
Faith Academy, Mr. S. Robert, Director of Faith Academy Schools and Projects, Dr. M. Kannan, 
Principal, Faith Academy Morning Shift & Consultant Faith Academy Second Shift, and 
Mrs. Irene Singh, Headmistress, for their continuous support, unfailing prayers and diligence.

I greatly appreciate all the teachers for their efforts in maintaining discipline apart from 
scholastic and co-scholastic activities. I am thankful to A.O, AAO and other office staff and 
supporting staff for their hard work and sincere co-operation.

Mrs. E. Robert

Principal & Manager

Faith Academy Second Shift
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Dynamic Leaders!

The Bible says in the book 
of Lamentations 3:22 & 23, 
“Through the Lord’s mercies 
we are not consumed, 
because His compassions 
fail not. They are new 

every morning; Great is Your 
faithfulness.”

The year 2023 marks an important milestone in 
the history of Faith Academy. Yes, Faith Academy 
turns 60 this year. We thank God’s faithfulness 
for the visionaries who dreamt of and became 
the instruments of God in the field of education 
and all those who laboured hard, in building our 
school all through the past sixty years. It has 
been a huge challenge, but God fulfilled every 
single promise. His faithfulness makes us bold 
and confident and is a great source of assurance 
and comfort in shaping and forming young men 
and women of today, for India’s tomorrow. Faith 
Academy is a unique story of God’s faithfulness 
and we have the privilege to pass this on to the 
future generations.
Mrs. A. Angels
Vice Principal

“I have no greater joy than 
to hear that my children are 
walking in the truth.”
3 John 1:4
Time is a priceless gift, once 
spent, cannot be reclaimed. 
It's the currency of life, and how 
you invest it, shapes your future.  
Use your time wisely, pursue your dreams, 
cherish moments with loved ones, and never 
underestimate their importance. It is the driving 
force behind change and progress. It brings 
new experiences, challenges, and discoveries, 
pushing us to adapt and evolve. Learn, play, and 
create beautiful memories. Make every moment 
count. God's Word teaches us to use our time 
wisely because He knows that there are many 
things in life that can distract us from what 
truly matters. Do not waste your time for you 
do not know what tomorrow holds! Tomorrow 
is uncertain, but today is yours to make the 
most of!
Mrs. Irene Singh
Headmistress
Faith Academy Second Shift

Psalm 107:1 “Oh give thanks 
to the Lord, for He is good, 
for His steadfast love 
endures forever.”
To be grateful is to 
recognise the Love of God 

in everything. Every breath 
we draw is a gift of His love.

Every moment of existence is His 
grace, for it brings with it immense 

joy.
I want to congratulate the Faith Academy family 
on reaching this amazing milestone of 60 years, 
another feather in our cap! The hard work and 
dedication of our founders, leaders and staff 
has not gone unnoticed. 
Teachers are leaders, role models and 
facilitators. Parents also actively participate in 
nurturing a child along with the school. 
Our hearts are filled with gratitude. I close with 
a verse given in the Holy Bible:
Proverbs 22:6 “Train up a child in the way 
he should go; even when he is old he will not 
depart from it.”
Mrs. Neeta Mall
Headmistress, Middle School

You Can Make a Difference!
Do you sometimes tell 
yourself, “I can’t do it?” 
Well, guess what? Yes, you 
can! You can be the one 
who influences just one 
more person to lead a godly 
life and the spark that you 
ignite will spread and bring light 
to many. 
One of Catherine of Siena’s famous quotes 
states, “Be who God meant you to be and you 
will set the world on fire.” 
Sixty years ago, our founders envisioned an 
English Medium School in East Patel Nagar 
and today we are representing this beautiful 
institution. What if even one of them had said, 
“I can’t do it”?
Never underestimate the difference you can 
make in the lives of others. Step forward, reach 
out and help! 
Mrs. Sylvia Singh
Pre-Primary & Primary Headmistress
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Founders Day
A school of the stature and reputation of

Faith Academy is not built in a day. It has taken 
all these years of dedication and single-minded 
commitment by the Founders, leaders and many 
others, to create the distinctive aura and reputation 

that we all enjoy today and are so proud of. Faith 
Academy was established by seven visionaries on 

15 January 1964, in a residential building at 
13/15 East Patel Nagar with eleven students 
and six teachers. Today we witnessed the long 
distance that the school has traversed. Yes, 60 
long years!

Keeping in mind the ideals and sacred values 
that form the foundation of this institution, 
Faith Academy celebrated its Founder’s Day 

with enthusiasm and exuberance, marking 
it as just the beginning of a year-long 
festivities.

Faith Academy
Joint Ventures
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So long, Farewell!

There is a whole new kind of life ahead, full of experiences just waiting to happen. Some 
call it ‘Retirement’. I call it ‘Bliss’. – Betty Sullivan

One of our hardworking, super cool and charming members, 
Mrs. Padmini Hanna John, joined Faith Academy as a slim, 
lovely spinster in the year 1986 as Padmini James and 
worked in our institution for 37 long years. She is known 
for her calm and focused nature. She is always prepared 
to lend a helping hand. We appreciate you Ma’am for 
your dedicated service and wish you the very best for 

your future. Happy Retirement and God bless 
you!

“For I know the thoughts that I think 
toward you, thoughts of peace and 
not of evil, to give you a future and a 
hope.”

Jeremiah 29:11
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Train up a child in the way he should go,
and when he is old he will not depart from it.

- Proverbs 22:6
20 25



School Garden: A Botanical Heaven

Tending a garden takes some time 
and a whole lot of love, which is why 
we are eager to show off our efforts 
as soon as everything blooms. 
We, at Faith Academy are 
indeed proud of our 
school garden.

We took part in the Delhi University 
Annual Flower Show, wherein, the 

School Garden, the Rock Garden 
and the Green Area of the 

Senior Wing were highly 
appreciated and were 

also awarded the 
First Position.

Best Maintained 
Green Area
First Prize - The 
Pratibha Arya 
Cup

Rock Garden

First Prize - The Garden Committee Cup

School Garden

First Prize - D
ept. o

f History Cup
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Graduation Ceremony - Dreams Soar!
The Annual Graduation Ceremony is a day devoted to celebrating an important phase 
in a student’s life. To appreciate our children for reaching the finishing line of a long 
marathon, our school organized the Graduation Ceremony for the batch of 2022-2023.
 The Programme witnessed the presence of our esteemed dignitaries, faculty members 
and students. The motivational and inspirational speech by Mr. S. Robert, Director of Faith 
Academy Schools and Projects, was indeed pearls of wisdom essential for the outgoing 
batch, emphasizing on the holistic development of an individual. Presentation of the 
citations and distribution of certificates to the graduates by the dignitaries was followed 
by pledging honour to the school and the country. The programme concluded with the 
lighting of candles. 
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YASH GOYAL  
(Faith Academy 
Second Shift) The Persis 
& Thomas Massey 
Gold Medal for securing 
the Highest Marks in 

Mathematics in 
Class X

AAKASH KAPOOR 
and MANYA ANAND 

Jeevaratnam & 
Gopichand Khanna Gold 

Medal for securing the Highest 
Marks in English in Class X

GARIMA (Faith Academy 
Second Shift) Devadas 

& Vasantha Gold Medal 
for the Best All-Rounder in 

Class XII

JASLEEN GHERA  
Paul & Alice Gold 

Medal for securing the 
Highest Marks in Biology 

in Class XII

DRISHTI BANSAL 
Sona Khanna Gold 
Medal for the Best 
Outgoing Girl Student 
of the Commerce 
Stream in 
Class XII

ROHIT SAHU 
Dr. A. V. Navarajan 

Paul Gold Medal 
for General 

Proficiency in 
Class X

ARYAN GUPTA  
The John L. Dorsey 

Gold Medal for 
Excellence in Science and 
Technology in 
Class X GOLD 

MEDALISTS 
2023
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Discipline your children: you'll be glad you did- they'll turn out delightful to live with.
- Proverbs 29:17

Faith Academy has in these 60 years produced many successful people who have made 
a significant contribution to India and the world.
Here are just a few of the many famous alumni of our esteemed institution. 

Our Eminent Graduates

Dr. Shelly Oberoi, who passed out from Faith Academy in 2000, is an Indian Politician 
who is serving as Mayor of Municipal Corporation of Delhi since February 2023. The 
School is proud of her achievement and wishes her great success as she serves the 
National capital.

Faith Academy is proud of our alumnus Dr. Sanjay Sinha, Chairman of Frontline 
Group- which is a major partner with few leading P.S.U (Public sector undertaking of 
India) namely, RAILTEL, TCIL, BASIL, POWERGRID CORPORATION OF INDIA & C.S.C 
marketing partner of TATA STEEL SEZ for developing an Industrial Park of 3000 acres 
in Gopalpur, Odisha.

Ms. Samira Vij, an alumna of 2000 batch, enjoys interacting with people and working 
with cross-functional teams as well as partnering with senior management on critical 
finance projects to deliver insights. She is the Financial Controller in Colas Canada 
Inc.-

Ms. Nishtha Satyam, is the UN Women Mission Head for Timor Leste. She addresses 
the challenges faced by women, including societal norms and stereotypes, stressing 
further that changing mind-sets and dismantling patriarchy are essential steps 
towards achieving true gender equality.

Ms. Benita Paul who graduated in 1996 from Faith Academy, is an Out-Of-The-Box 
thinker and a strong leader with the ability to motivate and mentor teams. She is now 
the Head of Marketing at the Asia Siegwerk.

Ms. Josmy John from the batch of 2014, is always enthusiastic to learn new things 
and has a vision of being a helping hand to the society. She is an advocate in the 
Supreme Court.
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Mr. Nitish Rajora, from the batch of 2016, was a very studious and focused student, 
one of the few whose career could be easily predicted by the teachers even while 
at school. Important traits like commitment, work ethics, lateral thinking, honesty, 
integrity, responsibility, discipline, and continuous learning have helped him emerge 
as an IAS officer. 

Mr. Ashish Narayan of 1990 batch has consistently worked hard and successfully 
crossed many milestones. He is presently the Assistant Vice-President of Citiustech 
Healthcare Tech Pvt. Ltd and deals with healthcare mentoring & training. 

Dynamic, hands-on executive leader, with a wealth of knowledge and experience in 
all areas of finance including accounting, controlling, treasury, purchasing, taxation, 
human resource capital management, and financial system implementation, 
Mr. Nitin Ajmera, is currently CFO of Moore Holdings, USA; a custom window 
replacement company. 

My academic and personal development at Faith Academy was all-encompassing. 
I vividly recall winning numerous all-rounder prizes and other prizes at the Annual 
Day function, moments of pride that still warm my heart. Being an all-rounder was 
an essential prerequisite for my profession, and Faith Academy recognized this long 
before I donned my uniform.

Faith Academy encouraged a holistic approach to education, emphasizing sports, 
physical activities and an all-round development. My participation in sports played a crucial role in 
my ability to compete and excel. Whether I was sprinting across the play field or pairing up with my 
teammates in various quiz competitions and science fairs representing my school, I learnt the values 
of discipline, dedication, and resilience. These qualities later formed the bedrock of my military 
career, helping me face the challenges of rigorous training and demanding missions with unwavering 
determination. It was at Faith Academy that I had my first taste of debating and public speaking. Little 
did I know then that they would prepare me for a life where I would lead men into battle and how crucial 
those skills would prove to me. As an officer in the Indian Army, the lessons I learnt at Faith Academy 
have proven invaluable. The bonds formed with my comrades, the empathy I feel for the men I lead, and 
the understanding that being a role model for others is not merely a duty but a privilege – all of this was 
instilled in me during my formative years at school. I owe my journey, my values, my leadership, and my 
physical prowess to Faith Academy. Without this institution, I would not be the person I am today. I am 
eternally grateful to God and the school for shaping me into who I am.

Colonel John Mathew

Mr. Mayank Chawla, the alumnus of 2006 batch, a dedicated and a goal oriented 
student, has emerged as the Associate Partner of, Mckinsey & Company, USA. 
Responsible for identifying and developing client opportunities to capability building, 
Mr. Mayank is an all-rounder.
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Aanya Herman
History Hons. 
St. Stephen's College

Ananya Talwar
BA Hons. Political Science
Sri Venkateswara College

Animish Yadav,
IIIT B. Tech

Computer Science and 
Design

Gaius Biju, IIT Kharagpur 
Biotech and Biochemical 
Engineering

Mercy B.SC Pre. Med. 
North West University 

Kirkland USA

Nandita
Miranda House 

University of Delhi 
English Hons.

Palak B A
Political Science Hons.
Hindu College

Well
Placed!

Archit Kapoor
Electronics & 
Communication Engineering

Alind Tyagi, BITS Pilani 
Mathematics and CSE 

Dual Degree

Aarushi Chawla IIIT Delhi 
B. Tech in Computer 
Science and Design

Nakul Ghai
BSC CS Hons.

Well Placed!
Stay positive, work hard and

make it happen!

Delhi
Technological

University

Hansraj
College 

Garima Sagar
Mathmatics & Computing 
Engineering

Pranet Jain
Mechanical Engineering

Pratham Ahuja
Mechanical Engineering 

Andrei Paogoulun Guite
B. A. Economics Hons.
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The John & Mary Dorsey Inter-School Competition was held from 17th to 19th and 21st of 
August as a part of our school’s Diamond Jubilee Celebration. The competitions became 
an invaluable platform for children to showcase their talents, skills, and abilities in the field 
of Art, Sports, Literature and Science. Many schools participated, striving for excellence, 
and pushing their boundaries to win the competitions. It was a wonderful celebration.

John & Mary Dorsey Inter-School Competition

Clay Modelling and Craft
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Dyna Com

Nukkad Natak
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Art Intergrated Bio Science Diagram

Ad - O - Mania

Art Integrated Bio-Science Diagram
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Melange

Fastest Fingers First

Robotics
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Basketball
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Debate

Choral Recitation Word Venture
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Inter-School Bible Quiz
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Teachers build the foundation for the moral 
values of the children and nurture them 
with love and care. Students showed their 
gratitude to their teachers by presenting 
them with hand-made cards and 
sweets. Our school organised a special 
programme with a blessed message by 
Mr. S. Robert, Director of Faith Academy 
Schools and Projects, innovative games 
and a sumptuous lunch for the teachers.

TEACHER’S
HAPPY

DAY

A teacher affects eternity; he can 
never tell where his influence stops.

- Henry Adams
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NCC And School Band
The students who are part of the National Cadet Corps of our school, resolve to be disciplined 
and responsible. 18 Girl Cadets attended the CATC Camp held from 19-28 July at 
NIT Delhi. 
Mellifluous musical practice sessions are organised regularly 
for the School Band. They get to perform during our 
school functions and inter-school events.

Providing Aid and Hope
“No one has ever become poor from giving.” -Anne Frank

In July 2023, the water level of the Yamuna River in Delhi breached the danger mark, forcing flood-
affected people to seek shelter in relief camps. 
Faith Academy took initiative to distribute clothes, bed sheets, food packets, water cans, fruits, packets 
of biscuits, mosquito coils, toiletries etc. to the families living in these temporary shelters. Students 
from classes IX, XI and XII helped in distributing these relief materials. We thank all the students and 
parents for extending help in making this possible.  
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The King of Hobbies- Philately
In the contemporary world, students are losing interest 
in hobbies and spend hours sitting with their tabs, 
gadgets, playing video games etc. With the objective of 
creating interest among students in collecting stamps 
Philately competition was conducted in our school. 
Mentors and guides from the Philately Department 
encouraged and motivated the students to realize 
the worth of postal importance and its use in our 
life. Students from Classes VI - IX of both the schools 
enthusiastically participated in the competition and 
displayed different types of postal stamps. Students 
with the best stamp collections were awarded.
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OUTGOING BATCH 2022-2023

Class Teacher: Mrs. Rebecca Anand
ROW I. FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  Suhani, Palak, Ricky Khanna, Aanya Talwar, Sneha Matty, Srishti Aggarwal, Anvi Gupta, 

Bhumika Jeswani, Ira Gupta, Arshpreet Kaur, Sumiti Balotia, Ritika Ekka, Yashika Nagpal, 
Aanya Ruth Herman.

ROW 2. FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  Krish Chadha, Jatin Bagdi, Shaurya Pruthi, Tanishk Ghalot, Piyush Karala, Sukrit Sharma, 
Maneet Singh, Gagan Naagar, Shivansh Raj Chaurasia, Rudraksh Joshi, Gautam Bagri.

ROW 3. FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  Mohammad Suffyan Imran, Sahil Singh, Krish Kharbanda, Sarthak Gupta, Simarjyot Singh, 
Dhanish Chaudhary, Deepanshu Kumar, Anish Bedi, Kamal Raj Falwadiya, Krish Arora, 
Mohammed Ali Qureshi, Kushagra Tiwari, Piyush Rai.

ROW 4. FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  Mr. David Kaliappan, Mr. Abraham Daniel, Mrs. Rohini Das, Mrs. Lizzie Kannan, Mrs. Rebecca 
Anand, Mrs. E. Robert – Principal(Second Shift), Dr. M. Kannan - Principal, Mrs. A. Angels - 
Vice-Principal, Mrs. Jasneet Arora, Mrs. Ruth Jeba, Mrs. Sarabjit Lilothia, Mr. Rhenius Paul

Class Teacher: Mrs. Rita David

ROW 1. FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  Neha Nanda, Akansha Yadav, Drishti Vij, Jasleen Ghera, Angel Browne, Keren Abraham, 
Grace Chinghoih, Mercy Patricia, Bhoomika Aggarwal, Falak, Guruksh Mahajan, Dhwani 
Jindal, Sania, Subhiksha Pious D.T, Shrishti Kaushik, Divya Singh, Khushi Chauhan, Danisha 
Ahmed, Kunika Anand.

ROW 2. FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  Anshdeep Singh Sethi, Waqar Akhtar, Aashish Nigam, Amal R. Thomas, Smritimoy Kanji, 
Rishav Ranjan Sinha, Hirdesh Kinger, Rounak, Saiyam Kanojia and Kallol Mandal. 

ROW 3. FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  Mr. Abraham Daniel, Mrs. Ruth Jeba, Mrs. Shiny Jacob, Mrs. Lizzie Kannan, Mrs. Rita David, 
Mrs. A. Angels - Vice-Principal, Dr. M. Kannan - Principal, Mrs. E. Robert - Principal (Second 
Shift), Mrs. Sarabjit Lilothia, Mrs. Sasheela Jose, Mr. David Kaliappan, Mrs. Marcelle Jha, 
Mrs. Angel Jeneafer.

Class XII A 
Humanities

Class XII B 
 Science 
Medical
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Class Teacher: Mrs. D. Sasheela Jose
Row 1. From Left To Right:  Laksh Mulchandaney, Siddharth Chauhan, Nikunj Budhiraja, Tanmay Pandit, Hasdeep Singh, 

Harshit Mohan Srivastava, Kaustubh Arora, Pratham Ahuja, Nakul Ghai, Vishesh Chadha
Row 2. From Left To Right:  Ranveer Singh Nanda, Athar Qureshi, Vaibhav P Chadha, Krrish Sehgal, Nikhil Sain, Pranet 

Jain, Hardik Jain, Ashmit Sahoo, Harsh Anand A B, Caleb Chandrasekar, Navdeep Singh, 
Chris George, Animish Yadav, Gaius K Biju, Nishit Gupta

Row 3. From Left To Right:  Archit Kapoor, Divyanshu, Adarsh Kumar Jha, Kashish Chawla, Sangita Chowdhury, Sheeny 
Soni, Edlin G. Tribhosha, Garima Sagar, Aarushi Chawla, Neer Surana, Samyak Jain, Harshil 
Gupta, Aman Khushwaha, Alind Tyagi

Row 4. From Left To Right:  Mrs. Rita David, Mrs. Shiny Jacob, Mrs. Lizzie Janet Kannan, Mrs. D. Sasheela Jose, 
Mrs. A. Angels - Vice-Principal, Dr. M. Kannan - Principal, 
Mrs. E. Robert - Principal (Second Shift), Mrs. Marcelle Jha, Mrs. Sarabjit Lilothia, 
Mrs. Ruth Jeba, Mr. Abraham Daniel, Mr. David Kaliappan. 

Class Teacher: Mrs. Marcelle Jha

Row 1. From Left To Right:  Akshit Gupta, Karan Raj, Hrishit Kumar Vashisth, Aryan Nandwani, Yug Khatri, Drishti 
Bansal, Tanishka Sharma, Maira Rajput, Garv Kotia, Rishika Jajoriya, Khushi Sethi, Kashish 
Mittal, Rajdeep Manna, Melbin Tom Shibu

Row 2. From Left To Right:  Lakshay Aggarwal, Aaryaman Sehgal, Harsahib Singh Anand, Jaskaran Singh, Jasjeev Singh 
Anand, Aryan Gambhir, Somil Sinsinwar, Vishwanath Arora, Hardik Garg, Aditya Girdhar, 
Joshua V. Kumar

Row 3. From Left To Right:  Mr. David Kulasekaran, Mrs. Shiny Jacob, Mrs. Lizzie Kannan, Mrs. Marcelle Jha, 
Dr. M. Kannan - Principal, Mrs. E. Robert - Principal (Second Shift), Mrs. A. Angels - Vice-
Principal, Mrs. Sarabjit Lilothia, Mr. David Kaliappan.

Class XII D 
Commerce

Class XII C 
 Science 

Non-Medical
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Class Teacher: Mrs. Alice Singh

Row 1. From Left To Right:  Yash Sachdeva, Aryan Khanna, Sehajbir Singh, Gaurav Anand ,Hardik Krishnani, Diljot Singh 
Grover, Krish Yadav, David Samuel, Manav Dhamija, Krishna Kakria, Shivansh Sharma, Kevin 
S. Varun, Aman Joshua Lall, Tushar Mutneja

Row 2. From Left To Right:  Michelle Levi, Sajjal Kaur Makkar, Akshi Gupta, Manya Bedi, Srishti Sethi, Gunpreet Kaur 
Garcha, Yashika Popli, B.Prerna, Nitu Kumari.

Row 3. From Left To Right:  Mr. David Kaliappan, Mrs. Kirti Singh, Mrs. Ruth Jeba, Mrs. Alice Singh, Mrs. A. Angels-
Vice-Principal, Dr. M. Kannan-Prinncipal, Mrs. E. Robert – Principal (Second Shift) , 
Ms. Sathya Abigail, Mrs. Marcelle Jha, Mr. David M. Kulasekaran, Mrs. Shiny Jacob, 
Mrs. Sarabjit Lilothia. 

Class Teacher: Ms. Sathya Abigail Durai

Row 1. From Left To Right:  Sanyam Kapoor, Silviyush Horo, Asher Thomas Biji, Ashish Tirkey, Gabri Thomas

Row 2. From Left To Right:   Deepika Dev, Alina Khan, Ridhima Chandra, Lisha Anand, Janelle Imelda, Elishiba Nanda, 
Amna.

Row 3. From Left To Right:   Komal Toppo, Isha Ekka, Kanika Dogra, Sheetal Toppo, Priya Kumar, Renu Singh, S Lino Paz 
Presta, Surbhi Arora, Netra Narang, Ushanshi, Ayushi Chawla, Anika Sharma

Row 4. From Left To Right:  Mr. David Kaliappen, Mr. Abraham Daniel, Mrs. Sarabjit Lilothia, Ms. Sathya Abigail, D, 
Mrs. E. Robert - Principal (Second Shift), Dr. M. Kannan - Principal, Mrs. A. Angels - Vice-
Principal, Mrs. Alice Singh, Mrs. Jasneet Arora, Mrs. Rohini Das, Mrs. Ruth Jeba, Mr. Rhenius 
Paul.

Class XII E 
Commerce

Class XII F 
Humanities
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School Toppers Class XII

Subject Toppers Class XII

Aanya Talwar
Humanities 97.8%

Mass Media - 100  History - 97 
Political Science - 98  Sociology - 98 

Tourism - 97

Aarushi Chawla
Science - 96.6%

Computer Science - 100 
English - 98  Physics - 95

Kashish Mittal
Commerce - 94.4%
Accountancy - 97

Navdeep Singh
Chemistry - 96

Physics - 95

Jasleen Ghera 
Biology - 95 

Health Care - 93

Palak
History - 97 

Geography - 99 
Sociology - 98

Anvi Gupta
Mass Media - 100

Khushi Sethi
Business Studies - 98 

Economics -93 
Marketing - 99

Suhani 
Mass Media - 100

Aanya R. Herman
Mass Media - 100 

Tourism - 97

Gaius K. Biju
Mathematics - 100 

Physics - 95

Ayushi Chawla 
Mass Media - 100 
Psychology - 86
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Subject Toppers
Class XII

Alind Tyagi
Physics - 95

Anshdeep Singh
Physics - 95

Srishti Aggarwal
Mass Media - 100

Manav Dhamija
Informatics Practices - 99

Drishti Bansal
Business Studies - 98

Kushagra Tiwari
Tourism - 97

Hasdeep Singh
Physics - 95

Pranet Jain
Physics - 95

Sneha Maity
Mass Media - 100
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Anvesha Chauhan
X D - 93.6%

School Toppers Class X

Subject Toppers Class X

Aryan Gupta
X B - 95%

Mathematics(Standard) - 100
Science - 98

Harman Singh
X A - 94.2%

Artificial Intelligence - 100
Social Sci. - 97, Hindi - 96

Tejas Bajaj
X D - 94.2%

Artificial Intelligence - 100

Manya Anand
Artificial Intelligence - 100

English - 94

Kajal Asnani
Mathematics (Basic) - 91

Riddhiman 
Gupta

Artificial Intelligence - 100

Anjali Aind
Painting - 90

Chirjiv Singh
Artificial Intelligence - 100

Ishnoor Kaur
French - 88

Aakash Kapoor
English - 94

Jiya Saluja
French - 88
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I enjoy coming to school every day. When I 
was in Nursery, we had online classes and I 
had to attend school from my home space. 
It is God's grace that things came back to 
normal and we started coming to school. 
It is so much fun to be with my friends. We 
play and share our lunch during break time. 
The teachers tell interesting stories and 
teach us rhymes, drawing, phonic sounds, 
number games and a lot more. I just enjoy 
being in school and don’t want any holidays 
in between!

Epshita Kareer, Prep D

Something that undoubtedly drives 
me to come to school is its conducive 
environment. Advanced facilities provided 
by the school have always exhilarated me. 
Being a teenager, I have always believed 
that success doesn’t come from what you 
do occasionally, but from what you do 
consistently. 

Saina Monga, IX A

CLASS NAMES

Prep C VEDIKA SHARMA, CARMEL JAIMON

Prep D EPSHITA KAREER

III A VARNIKA SHARMA

IV B JIA JOHN INJACKA

VI A APHTHORIA GRACE LEPCHA

VI B KAREN ELIZABETH, VAANEE RAPRA

VI C HARITH

VII D KHYATI RAJORA, HARSHIL GUPTA

VIII A JAAHNAVI TIKEYA

VIII D ABEER ARORA

IX A SAINA MONGA, AVIKA ARORA

IX C PRISCA KUMAR

XI C RITU FALWARIA

Attendance Counts!
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Rank Holders

RUHAAN KHANNA, 
NURSERY A

SIMAR KOHLI, 
PREP A

VIVAAN AGGARWAL 
II B

AARVI GUPTA 
III C

AMYRA 
III D

DEVYAANSHI 
AMLENDU IV A

RACHIT SACHDEV 
IV B

SHAURYA MEHTA 
IV C

AARADHYA GHOSH 
IV D

AYUKTA JAIN, 
NURSERY B

ABIGAIL BRAVE, 
PREP B

SEERAT SANDAL 
II C

MOHD. AHBAAN KHAN, 
NURSERY C

ADVIK CHAUHAN, 
PREP C

ANANYA SINGH 
II D

OISHI MAITY 
NURSERY D

SARA KASHYAP, 
PREP C

ELINA KALRA 
III A

REYANSH VERMA 
NURSERY D

EPSHITA KAREER, 
PREP D

POORNIMA SADANA 
II A

ANANT KUMAR GUPTA 
III B

AADHYA GUPTA 
I A

UNNATI 
I B

UTKARSH 
I C

DRISHTI NAGPAL 
I D
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FATIMA SIDDIQUI 
V A

REYANSH SEHGAL 
VI B

MAULIK LAMBA 
VIII D

ALISHA CATHERINE 
XI A

YAKSH BANSAL 
V B

ANSHUMAN CHAMOLI 
VI C

SAINA MONGA IX A

ACHSAH MARY KURIAN 
XI B

AADHYA GUPTA 
V C

ISHBIR SINGH 
VI D

ALISHA BHATIA M IX B

ARYAN GUPTA 
XI C

LAKSHYA DHAWAN 
V D

DEVANSHI PANDEY 
VII A

ANIKET SHARMA IX C

VINAYAK DHINGRA 
XI D

YAKSH AGGARWAL 
 VI A

ANUSHKA GUPTA  
VII B

AARYAN KOTNALA 
VIII C

ANUSHKA VASHISHT 
IX D

ANUSHKA MAGGO 
XI E

CHAITANYA GERA 
VII C

APAAR KAUR  
VII D

KAASHVI CHAWLA 
VIII A

ANANYA GUPTA 
VIII B

Rank Holders
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Academic 
Prize 

Distribution 
Ceremony

“All our dreams can come true; 
if we have the courage to 

pursue them.” 
- Walt Disney Our school held its 

Annual Prize Distribution 
Ceremony on 17 April, to 
applaud and reward the 

students for their sincere efforts 
during the previous academic 

session. The school honoured all 
its achievers for having attained 

a sterling record both in 
scholastic and 

co-scholastic domain.
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PROUD WINNERS

World Soil Day, Second Prize in Quiz Competition

Faith Academy Students received an Overall Performance 
Trophy and were awarded with a Cash prize of Rs 20,000 
At  The Art of Science Inter School Competitions held at 

Mount Carmel School.

Khushi Sethi, Drishti Bansal and Aarushi 
Chawla, Class XII Secured First Prize at YMCA 

Inter School Bible Quiz Competition .

Garvit Bbhutani- XII C was awarded 
with Intl Rank 2, Zonal Rank 

1, Silver Medal and Rs. 25,000 
Cash Prize  at SOF International 

Mathematics Olympiad.   

Gaurav Savliya  Class -  XII 
received Certificate Of Zonal 
Excellence  in the Commerce 

Olympiad.

Christine Browne, Raima Angella Gautam, Steffy 
Shinu bagged First Position in Inter School Bible Quiz 

(Holy Child School.)

Nathan Harshit  Lakra –VIII C received 
a Zonal Silver Medal and a Cash Prize 

of Rs. 2500 in English Olympiad.

Karanjeet Singh of Class X Wins 2 National & 2 International Gold Medals in Junior Arm Wrestling Championship.

Camlin Competition Winners Jr. Boys Secured Second Position in the Zonal Badminton 
Competition.
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Christine Browne & Steffi Shinu of Class XII 
secured First Prize at Inter-School Bible Quiz held 

at Mount Carmel School

Kajal Vijayan VI – A, 
won Gold & Silver 

Medals in the State 
Level Skating Roller 

Championship.

Namya Kaushik  won Second Prize 
in the Dance Competition held at  

Queen Mary's School

Devansh Virmani secured Silver Medal 
in the National Level Tang Soo Do 

Martial Art Competition.

Sara Kashyap & Abigail Brave of 
Class I won Second Prize in Clay 

Moulding Inter School Competition 
held at Mount Carmel School.

Kevin A. Brown, Class X won Gold 
Medals in Triple Jump & High Jump in 

the Zonal Athletic Meet.

Mayank of  Class V-B  won three  Gold 
Medals, one Silver Medal and a Cash 

Prize of Rs.5000  in the Shooting 
Competitions. 

Divyanshi Phore, Class V-D won two 
Silver Medals in State Level Tang Soo 

Do & Sqay Martial Art.
Laksh Gupta, XI –B won a Gold Medal 

in French Boxing.

Aashvi  Sharma of Class 1 C received 
Silver Medal in the Zonal Primary 

Athletic Meet.

Sam Martin of Class IX A won 
Second Position in the CBSE Boxing 

competition.

Avi Saini IX C & Rishit Dhara 
XI B  secured  First Prize for their  
Mathematics Model at the Zonal 

Level Science Fair.
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Waqar Akhtar & Smritjoy Kanji of Class 
XII –B received First Prize at the State 
Level and their Model was selected for 

the National Level Science Fair.

Pranav Sethi of Class VI received an amount 
of Rs. 6000 as Scholarship for Stamp 

Collection under Deen Dayal Sparsh Yojna.

Jasreet Waraich, VIII-A Received 
Zonal Best Athlete Award

Immanuel Ayush Jha- XI  A, Joash Francis 
Jha – XII C, Joshua  Jose – XII D received 
First Prize in the Mock UN Competition.

Junior Boys secured First Position in 
Zonal Chess Tournament Competition

II Prize in YMCA Choir Competition

Ansh Sethi & Aarush Arora of Class XII – C 
received First Prize for their Model at the 
Central Level Science Fair and got selected 

for the State level Science Fair.

Delhi University Flower Show Winners.

Second Prize in Basketball Tournament (Girls) Second Prize in Nukkad Natak

Second Prize in Choral Recitation
First Prize in Basketball 
Tournament (Boys)

Second Prize in Fastest 
Fingers First

First Prize in 
English Debate

First Prize in Build - A-BotFirst Prize in Bible Quiz
Second Prize in Paper Tearing, First Prize in 

Word Venture

John & Mary Dorsey Inter - School Competition Winners
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Well merited students of the school were elected to lead the school with their 
commitment, confidence and competence.
The school conducted the Investiture Ceremony with great enthusiasm on 2 May. It was 
an occasion where the young students were all prepared to don the mantle of leadership 
and discharge the responsibilities entrusted to them by the school. Mr. S. Robert, Director 
of Faith Academy schools and projects, motivated the newly elected leaders with his life 
experiences and laid stress on fulfilling their responsibilities. 

Investiture
Ceremony

Leadership 
is not about 
the position 

you hold, but 
the positive 
impact you 

make on those 
around you.
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Head Girl
“Titles don’t make you a leader, impact does.”

– Doug Franklin

Being elected as the Head Girl sure came with its 
own set of challenges, added responsibilities, along 
with a full course load. It sure seems a lot, but with 
God’s blessings, I gladly took up the leadership and 
was completely supported by my teachers and 
friends. 
Life has taken a few turns, some expected but 
others purely and utterly unpredicted. I have learnt 
to keep myself calm during crisis. When you have 
responsibilities on your shoulders, you learn to go 
through the toughest times with a smile on your 
face. I am undoubtedly taking wonderful memories 
with me to cherish through my entire life. 
The seed of knowledge was surely sown by my 
parents. But this esteemed institution has provided 
a good and healthy environment for the seed to be 
nurtured and to grow. The moral values inculcated 
in me has made me a better person and will go a 
long way in portraying me as a humble soul. 
I would have definitely laughed it off if someone 
had told me a few years back that I would be the 
Head Girl of my school someday. But I am thankful 
to the Lord for His blessings and to all my teachers 
for correcting me and guiding me for my own good. 
I also acknowledge the contribution of my family 
and friends who helped me overcome my hard 
times and believed in me that I could fulfil my 
responsibilities as the Head Girl. My heart is filled 
with gratitude to those who helped me emerge as 
a leader. 

Gunnika Sharma, XII E

Head Boy
“A leader takes people where they want to go. 
A great leader takes people where they don’t 

necessarily want to go, but ought to be.”  

-Rosalynn Carter

I feel short of words to express my emotions and 
my gratitude for the opportunity I have received to 
serve as the Head Boy of the school.
It has been an incredible journey, and I am truly 
thankful for the trust and support of our teachers 
and authorities throughout my tenure.
As a leader, I firmly believe that a great leader must 
lead by example. In this regard, I try to consistently 
uphold the principles of honesty, integrity, empathy, 
and inspire others to do the same.
Moreover, I firmly believe in inclusivity and teamwork 
because we are at our best when we work together, 
recognizing the unique strengths and talents of 
each individual. It is this collective effort that has 
allowed us to achieve remarkable goals.
Teachers and Authorities have guided and 
mentored me along the way. Their wisdom and 
guidance have played a significant role in shaping 
my leadership abilities.
I am thankful for the opportunity to serve as the 
Head Boy. I am committed to continuing to lead by 
example and working tirelessly to uphold the values 
and traditions that make our school exceptional.
Thank you once again for the trust, and I look 
forward to a future filled with continued growth and 
success for our school.

Jeevansh Jolly, XII C
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Nursery Orientation Programme
Parents and teachers working together ensure raising smart and happy children. Our 
school organized an Orientation Programme for the parents of Nursery class on 10 April. 
The documentary presented by Dr. M. Kannan, Principal, and tips on parenting given by 
the Counsellor Ms. Abigail, were very enlightening for the parents. 
Mrs. Sylvia Singh, the Pre-Primary & Primary Headmistress, provided them with clarity 
about the functioning of the school and the facilities provided. 
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A special programme on 
Mothers Day was organized 
by the school to celebrate the 
importance of mothers in the 
life of children and to make 
mothers feel appreciated 
for their dedication and 
sacrifices.

To make the celebration 
more special, various 
craft activities were 
conducted. Children 
made beautiful 
cards, paper 
bouquets, 
decorative 
bags etc. 
and wrote 
poems and 
articles 
in honour 
of their 
mothers.

Celebrating Mothers 
whose hugs 
last long even 
after they 
let go.
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Creative Thinking.....
Many interesting activities are done in the 
Creative Lab. Students recently embarked 
on a creative gardening project which 
involved growing garlic in an affordable 
and time-saving manner that can be 
replicated at home. 
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Children’s Day
Children are like buds in a garden and should be carefully and lovingly 
nurtured, as they are the future of the nation.

Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru

The day began with a colourful vista of activities organized by the Pre-Primary 
department on the fascinating theme, ‘The Under-water World’. This was followed by 
cultural programmes filled with fun and frolic, staged by the teachers. 
The programme included a special message for the children, a group song, dance 
performances, a fashion show, and some exciting games.
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“Not all classrooms have four walls.”
Sonya Chappell

Educational trips provide an opportunity for kids to explore, learn and spend quality 
time with each other in a different socio-cultural environment. Our school organised 
various trips and visits to places like the International Museum Expo, Bio-Diversity Park, 
Fire Station, Prime Minister’s Museum, Parliament, Traffic Park and AIIMS.
Class XI and XII students attended a workshop on “Plant Biotechnology: Science, 
Application and Opportunities” at the National Institute for Plant Biotechnology, at Pusa, 
New Delhi. 
In this digital age, learning in context, helps students develop better social cues which is 
a skill beyond textbooks and screens.

Fire Station

National Institute For Plant Biotechnology

Pradhanmantri Sangrahalaya Parliament House
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Traffic Park

All India Institute Of Medical Sciences

Biodiversity Park

International Museum Expo 23
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Social Sciences and Humanities!
There are so many components included in the domain of Social Studies that are 
addressed through various activities throughout the year. 
Programmes like Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav, Climate Conclave, Earth Day, Meri Mitti Mera 
Desh, Veer Gatha, Rashtriya Ekta Diwas and World Heritage Day were organised, wherein 
students actively took part in various activities like Essay Writing, Art, Patriotic Singing 
and Storytelling.

Azadi 
Ka Amrit 
Mahotsav

Climate Conclave

Earth Day
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Meri Mitti 
Mera Desh

Rashtriya Ekta Diwas Veergatha

World 
Heritage 

Day
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Independence 
Day

The Principal, staff and students displayed their 
unfailing love for the country on 15 August 2023 

to mark the 76th Independence Day. Our Principal 
unfurled the National Flag, which was followed by 
an inspiring patriotic song and a plethora of dance 
performances by the students. The Primary school 
students recited patriotic poems, presented a speech 
and took part in Fancy Dress on the theme ‘Patriotic 
Leaders’. Various class-wise activities like Popsicle 
Sticks, tricolour Flag making and cap making, 
were also organised. It was a momentous 

occasion filled with patriotic fervour while 
paying tribute to the freedom fighters.
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The 74th Republic Day was celebrated with éclat. Our Principal 
Dr. M. Kannan unfurled the National Flag. It was followed by a 
melodic patriotic song and the release of tricolored balloons.  
The students of Pre-Primary and Primary school, with their 
ethnic costumes and graceful movements, brought the stage 
alive with their passion and love for the country through various 
dance performances and the skit, ‘Down the Memory Lane’.

CELEBRATING A DEMOCRATIC CELEBRATING A DEMOCRATIC 
SECULAR INDIASECULAR INDIA
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Combating Catastrophes
A disaster management mock drill and fire drill were conducted for all the students 
to prepare them for unforeseen emergencies like fire accidents and other natural 
calamities like an earthquake. The main objective was to spread awareness, build 
preparedness, courage and confidence, and enhance the students’ ability to respond 
quickly. Mr. Prabhudayal, Ex -Army Personnel demonstrated the use of fire extinguishers 
and other safety measures. 
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Poshan 
Maah

Nutrition plays a key role in helping 
children unleash their true potential. 

The month of September is observed as 
‘Poshan Maah’ or nutrition month nation-
wide. It lays emphasis on the importance 
and the need of a healthy diet and nutrition 
for the human body. A balanced diet with 
a combination of essential nutrients 

and calories is pivotal for the smooth 
working and growth.
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First Position Holders
NAME CLASS CATEGORIES

ADITRI GAUR V A PRESSED LEAVES
G. HASHINI VII B PRESSED LEAVES
YOJIT RAJPUT VIII A PRESSED LEAVES
YASHMIT SINHA VIII C PRESSED LEAVES
AVI SAINI IX C PRESSED LEAVES
ANIRUDH SINGHAL VI B STAMP
ARADHIKA SINGHAL VI C STAMP
AVI SAINI IX C STAMP
PRAKHAR PANWAR XI B STAMP
JOHANNES JHA VII B STONE
ANURAG MANDAL IV C STONE 
MANAVI CHAURASIA V B ART
AARADHYA GHOSH IV D HANDICRAFT
STEVE M. SANTHOSH VIII A HANDICRAFT
BLESSY KEREN IX D HANDICRAFT
NILESH MALHOTHRA IV A COIN
SAKSHAM AGGARWAL V B COIN
ADHARV KUMAR V C COIN
SHAURYA BHALLA VI A COIN
ANIRUDH VII C COIN
SANAYA LUTHRA VIII D COIN
ADARSH KUMAR IX C COIN
PRAKHAR PANWAR XI B COIN
NAKSH KAPOOR VI D MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTION
ALLINA VI D DRAWING
DEVANSHI PANDEY VII A DRAWING
SURINDER CHAWLA VIII D DRAWING
ANANYA GARG VIII C DRAWING
HARSH PAWAR VIII C DRAWING
JOHNEET SINGH VIII C DRAWING
AVI SAINI IX C DRAWING
RISHIT DHARA XI B DRAWING
NIKHITA YADAV IX B PHOTOGRAPHY
RISHIT DHARA XI B PHOTOGRAPHY
JOASH F JHA XI C PHOTOGRAPHY

Hobby Competition
Make time to 

follow your 
passion and never 

let your hobbies 
and interests take 

a back seat.
-Richa Dwivedi

Students were delighted to showcase wonderful collections 
during the Hobby competition. It was a vivid display of their 
talents that were categorized into collections of coins, dried 
flowers, handicrafts, philately, painting, sketching and doodling.
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Delhi 
University 
Flower Show 
Competitions

Selected students from 
the school participated 
in the University Flower 
Show and won Prizes in 
the following categories 
- Coin Collection, Dried 

Flowers and Leaves.
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Christmas is 
the time of warmth, 

hope and glad tidings. To 
spread the message of love 

and good cheer, the children 
of Faith Academy presented a 
beautiful skit depicting the scenes 
of the nativity interspersed with 
melodious carols sung by the 
choir. The school was beautifully 

decorated and boundless joy of 
celebration was visible on the 

faces of all the children.

Christmas 
Celebration

Peace on earth will 
come to stay, when 
we live Christmas 

every day. 

- Helen Steiner
Rice
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Science Fair

Science and Technology
The science of today is the technology of tomorrow.

– Edward Teller
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NAME                                   CLASS              
        

      
MEDALS

SCIENCE FAIR-FIRST PRIZE WINNERS
Name Class Model

Uditya Singh III A Water Density
Gyanendra Pratap Sharma IV A Hydraulic Elevator
Amyra IV A Home Security System
Aarav Samota V A Magnetism
Avisha Kumar V D Fire Sensor
Aadhya Gupta VI A Hologram
Smridhi Grover VI B Smart Building
Kamya Bothra VI C Simple Electric Circuit
Panav Kumar VI D Fountain
Riyanshi Goel VII A Conductors And Insulators
Shavena VII B Heat Sensor
Allina VII C Earthquake Detector
Mankrit Kaur VII D Hologram
Jaiwardhan Punia VIII A Vacuum Cleaner
Samaira Ahuja VIII A Rusting Of Iron
Divya Gola VIII A Drip Irrigation
Rufus Joshua Chandy VIII C Hydraulic Powered Robotic Arm
Jaishal Pahariya VIII D Hologram
Sainsha Chhabra VIII D Home Made Microscope
Sharaanya Bhalla VIII D Home Made Microscope
Tanmay Khurana VIII D Smart Glass For The Blind
Arihant Bana IX A Self Plant Irregation
Pranjal Arora IX A Hydroelectricity
Misha Ghera X B Ultrasonic Radar
Ayan Asher Masih And Yash Goyal XI B Internal Structure Of Cilia And Flagella
Tejas Bajaj XI C Natural Dyes
Utkarsh S. Khanna XI C O2 Cylinder Portable
Christine Browne XI C Hydraulic Brake System
Anand Rana & Chinmay XII B Hemodialysis
Abhishek Narang XII C Chemical Welding
T. Nehemiah Samuel And K. Sai Vignesh XII B Laser Home Security System
Ashmeet David XII B Motion Sensor Light
Abhishek Narang XII C Taser
Kartik Mehra Keshav XII C Obstacle Avoiding Robot
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Science Olympiad

VIVAAN AGGARWAL Class II Gold Medal of Excellence

REET BEDI Class III Gold Medal of Excellence

PAWAR MUKTI UMESH Class IV Gold Medal of Excellence

AADHYA GUPTA Class V Gold Medal of Excellence

SAANVI KAPOOR Class VI Gold Medal of Excellence

RAHUL BAYEN Class VII Gold Medal of Excellence

YASHMIT SINHA Class VIII Gold Medal of Excellence

AVI SAINI Class IX Gold Medal of Excellence

ARYAN GUPTA Class X Gold Medal of Excellence

ANSH SHETHI Class XI Gold Medal of Excellence

NAVDEEP SINGH Class XII Gold Medal of Distinction

NAME                                   CLASS              
        

      
MEDALS
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Mathematics-Music Of Reason
The Mathematics Fair provided an opportunity for the students to participate in a 
plethora of activities like model display, power-point presentation, skit, and dance.  
The participation of students was overwhelming as they were able to showcase their 
mathematical aptitude under the guidance of their teachers. The event helped to foster 
students' interest in learning mathematics, increase their motivation and performance, 
encourage life-long learning and facilitate positive interactions and relationships.
The Olympiad was conducted at different levels and a number of students won Merit 
Certificates of Excellence as well as Gold, Silver and Bronze medals.

International Mathematics Olympiad
NAME CLASS MEDALS

GARVIT BHUTANI XI C Rs. 25,000+ International Silver Medal + Certificate 
of Outstanding Performance

ARYAN GUPTA X B Certificate of Zonal Excellence
SHIVANSH SHUKLA III B Merit Certificate

SNEHAL BERA IV D Merit Certificate
FATIMA SIDDIQUI V A Merit Certificate

YAKSH AGGARWAL VI A Merit Certificate
JAI VARDHAN PUNIA VII B Merit Certificate

SHAURYA AGGARWAL VIII A Merit Certificate
ANIKET SHARMA IX C Merit Certificate
PULKIT KUNDRA XI C Merit Certificate

CALEB CHANDRASEKAR XII C Merit Certificate
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MATHEMATICS FAIR-FIRST POSITION WINNERS
NAME CLASS MODEL

P. Venkata Sai, Nandesh Rayal IV C Multiplication and Division
Divyansh Pawar V D Angles
Mankirat Kaur VI A Bar Graph
Parth Arora VII C Triangle
Ananya Gupta, Prisha Jain VIII B Types of Graphs
Kanishq Chawla, Bhumik Chhatwal, 
Arshveer Singh

IX B Pythagoras Theorem

Avi Saini IX C Solar Path Graphic
Nikita Yadav, Misha IX B Points to Lines
Harman Singh, Aryan Gupta X A, X B Functions and Relations
Aditi Raj, Priyal Verma XI D Ellipse
Prabhav Sharma, Joash Francis Jha XI C Buffon’s Needle
Garima Sagar XII C Fourier Series
Khushi Chauhan, Tanishka Sharma XII B, XII D The Titanic Sinking
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English Language Day 

“And this our life, exempts from 
public haunt, finds tongues in 

trees, books in the running brooks, 
sermons in stones, and good in 

everything.” –William Shakespeare

Students took part in various 
activities during the English 

Language day celebration. They 
enthusiastically participated in 

word building activity, enactment 
of scenes from Shakespearean 

plays and presentation of famous 
quotes and dialogues.
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NAME CLASS MEDALS

ANAYA SINGH Class II Gold Medal of Distinction

ELIANA ALEXANDER Class III Gold Medal of Excellence
MATTHEW ALEXANDER ROBINSON Class IV Gold Medal of Excellence
YAKSH BANSAL Class V Gold Medal of Excellence
DIVIJ KUMAR Class VI Gold Medal of Excellence
NATHAN HARSHIT LAKRA Class VII Gold Medal of Excellence
STEVE MAMMAN SANTHOSH Class VIII Gold Medal of Excellence
NAMAN AMLENDU Class IX Gold Medal of Distinction
RAYAAN CHOPRA Class X Gold Medal of Excellence
JOASH FRANCIS JHA Class XI Gold Medal of Distinction
DANISHA AHMED Class XII Gold Medal of Distinction

ENGLISH OLYMPIAD
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Eco Club Activities
The Eco Club of our school had a multi-themed year in which students presented a 
Nukkad Natak, organised awareness campaigns and drives to encourage civic sense 
and highlight the importance of maintaining cleanliness and hygiene in their vicinity. 
Anti- Cracker drive, Anti Dengue & Malaria awareness campaign with our Delhi Mayor, 
Dr. Shelly Oberoi, Road Safety awareness etc. are some of the important programmes 
conducted through the club.
Students cleaned the Prasad Nagar area and the wetland around the lake.
Efforts were taken to contribute to global reforestation by planting trees. 
Education is essential for the sustainable and equitable use of biodiversity and its 
conservation. Keeping this in mind, poster making activity was conducted to create 
awareness.

Van Mahotsav

Anti 
Cracker 

Drive

Anti Dengue 
and Malaria 
Awareness
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Road 
Safety 
Week

Shramdaan

World 
Biodiversity 

Day

Wetland 
cleanliness
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Sports activities help students to
stay healthy and fit, contributing to overall well-being.
Participation in sports gives children a practical way to learn about goal-setting,
importance of team-work, discipline and skills required to deal with real life situations. 
It builds self-esteem and students gain confidence and develop more positive view 
of themselves. Central Board of Secondary Education has considered Health, Physical 
Education and Sports as integral part of the learning process and has conducted sports 
events at Cluster/ Zonal and National levels.

Sports an integral part of the learning process
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Therapeutic Sessions  & Educational Counselling 
Therapeutic Sessions & Educational Counselling provide important information and 
perspective to students and parents through workshops and personal counselling 
sessions. Professional counsellors help students thrive and recognize their strengths, as 
well as improve their interpersonal relationships.

Dyslexia Awareness

Mr. George Ebenzer - Beyond Barriers

Media Handling Maj. Jabez Philip 
Career Counselling
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Unlocking Knowledge

It’s no secret that children learn best when they are physically and mentally engaging 
with a task. From creative craft to art integrated projects, to patriotism in action, children 
were engaged in various activities to get their imagination going and to test their ability 
to apply what they’ve learnt.

Integrated 
learning

Patriotism 
in Action

Art 
Integrated 

Project
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Little Hands

Chocolate 
Day

Handcrafted Delights

Fun With 
Shapes
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Wonder Kids Of The Primary Department

Rafael Smith, II A: Rafael is a highly talented child. He has a unique talent for mentally solving Mathematical problems which are far above his g r a d e level. While attending online classes in Nursery, his teacher was teaching numbers, and said 1, 2, 3,… 27, he immediately stated that 27 is the cube of 3, further explaining that it is 3 X 3 X 3. While travelling and during his free time he enjoys solving sums. He calls his mom, 131513. ‘M’ the 13th alphabet, ‘O’ the 15th and ‘M’ again the 13th alphabet. He is able to easily solve complex Mathematical Problems. Parents and teachers encourage and appreciate him. We are proud of you Rafael, and wish to see you reach greater heights.

Caleb N. Vijay, V C: Caleb has a wide range of interest like General Knowledge, identifying the countries, flags, capitals, and problem solving. He has a good vocabulary and connects dots across topics. He has been putting together advanced logo sets (Jigsaw puzzles) from a very young age. At the age of 9, he completed a 1070 pieces puzzle (16 + age group) in about 5 hours. Remarkable skills and a multitude of talents make caleb truly exceptional.

Hitanshi Kerkar, II A: Hitanshi is famed in school for her keen interest in Science and Geography. At the age of four, she made models of the urinary system, excretory system and human digestive system, using vegetables. She knows about the functioning of the mouth, composition of urine, kidney dialysis, relationship between spinal cord and brain, major land reforms, physical features of India and a lot more. She is inquisitive and shares her own opinion and perspective. She asks insightful questions and makes sure that she gets her answers from her parents, teachers, books or the internet. Instead of watching cartoons, she watches National Geographic Channel and Discovery Channel. As we cater to her exceptional needs, we wish her the very best in life.
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Obituary The Lord is close to the broken 
hearted and saves those who 

are crushed in spirit.  

-Psalm 34:18

In loving memory of 
SOUMU MONDAL

(28 November 2006 – 15 January 2023)
Class X-A

Soumu Mondal was a student who had an indomitable spirit to concentrate on his abilities 
and not let his impairment interfere in his zeal for learning. He will always remain in our hearts.
Elizabeth Surmala, Class teacher

Soumu was one of my best friends. He was the strongest person I have ever met. Despite having 
so many problems, he always had a charming smile and was ready to learn new things. His 
life taught me how to face obstacles and overcome them. Indeed, his memories will always be 
there in our hearts. - Yash Goyal XI-B

A genuine friend is never truly gone. Your spirit lives in the memories we made. It will never be 
forgotten. You have created a long-lasting impression on those you have left behind. Saying 
goodbye isn’t what I mean. Instead, I will say that I look forward to seeing you again through 
the profound memories of the time we spent together. - Ayan Asher Masih XI-B

I've only known him for roughly two years, but he has made a significant impact on everyone 
around him including me. Soumu was a strong person, through and through, in character, 
personality and presence. He showed us what it is to be strong because strength is not just 
found in being the biggest, toughest or the fastest. He has inspired many to try harder because, 
till his last moment, he never gave up on anything. His positivity was an inspiration to everyone 
he met. "You fought well, you’ve inspired many!!" - Jovia Solomon XI-A

In loving memory of Soumu Mondal, who touched our hearts with kindness! Though gone too 
soon, your presence in our class will never be forgotten, recalling the smiles and laughter you 
brought into our lives. In a short time, you left an indelible mark in our hearts. Your warmth, 
kindness, and laughter always brightened our classroom, and your memory will forever be 
cherished. You may no longer be with us, but the bonds we formed and the lessons we learnt 
together will continue to unite us . You'll always be missed! - Koheli Mantri XI-B
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OUTGOING BATCH 2022-2023

ROW I. FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  Ms. Manju Dutt, Mrs. Ruth Pradhan, Mrs. Amy Carolyn, Ms. Vandana Ruth 
Dr. M. Kannan (Principal), Mrs. E. Robert (Principal & Manager - Second Shift), 
Mrs. Irene Singh (Headmistress - Second Shift), Ms. Anna John, 
Mrs. Omega Massey, Mr. R. Kumar, Mrs. Christy Philip

ROW 2. FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  Fahama Khan, Zeba Idrishi, Nandita, Ananya Das, Harshita, Garima, Tuba Nasim, 
Srija Sasmal, Daffodil Nayak, Piu Patnayak, Harshita Tanwar, Aastha Kumari, 
Sikha Maity

ROW 3. FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  Aporv Krishna, Raghav Kumar, Keitan Roshan, Aryan Chaurasia, Kartik, 
Deepanshu Malhotra, Ishaan Chhabra, Abishak Meshiya Dass, Lakshya Dua, 
Harshit Barolia, Aman Ahmad, Sam Singh, Shivam Arora, Trivedi Jal Yagneshbhai, 
Sarabjit Singh Baghel, Jatin Nayak

ROW I. FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  Ms. Manju Dutt, Mrs. Ruth Pradhan, Ms. Vandana Ruth, Mrs. Metu Tandon, 
Dr. M. Kannan (Principal), Mrs. E. Robert( Principal & Manager- Second Shift), 
Mrs. Irene Singh (Headmistress - Second Shift), Mrs. Iybe Solomon, 
Mrs. Amy Carolyn, Mrs. Mahima Singh, Mrs. Ajitha

ROW 2. FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  Gaurav Yadav,  Gungun Hans,  Ishita Balotia,  Geetika Niranjan, Tina Maity,  
Sonalika Grover,  Sadaf Khan, Aliya,  Mansi,  Tina Samanta,  Paromita 

ROW 3. FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  Jitesh Chadha,  Andrei Paogoulun Guite,  Arnav Thapliyal, Abhinav Kumar, 
Rahul Kumar,  Mohd. Danish, Aman Kirar, Himanshu, Rahul Mantri, 
Vansh Prakash, Sujal Sharma

Class XII A 
Humanities

Class XII B 
Commerce

Faith Academy
Second Shift
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 CLASS XII 
School Toppers

Subject Toppers

Garima
Humanities 94.4%

History - 95  Political Science - 95 
Sociology - 95  Tourism - 95
Psychology - 94  English - 93

Gaurav Yadav
Business Studies - 95

Economics -88
Mathematics - 73

Vansh Prakash
Informatics Practices - 96

Fahama Khan
Political Science - 95

Geetika Niranjan
Marketing - 95

English - 93

Aman Kirar
Entrepreneurship - 88

Accountancy - 88

Tina Samanta
Commerce - 85.8%
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 CLASS X
School Toppers

Subject Toppers

Steffy Shinu
Artificial Intelligence - 100

English - 93

Sneha Samui
Hindi - 97

Rimi Majhi
Social Science - 98

G. Supriya
Mathematics(Basics) - 78

Sumit Mondal
94. 4%

Science - 95

Yash Goyal
92.6%

Mathematics(Standard) - 99
Science - 95
French - 91

Ayan Asher Masih 
92.2%

Artificial Intelligence - 100
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Rank Holders
2022 - 2023

OM KUMAR 
NURSERY A

ARADHYA MAITI 
I A

SOMPRITI DAS 
III A

SATAKSHI SACHDEVA 
IV C

AMAYRA SHAIKH 
NURSERY B

DEEPTAYON DAW 
I B

SHREYAN PATRA  
III B

YASHIKA MALHOTRA 
V A

HANNAH SHIBU  
PREP A

ADI JANA 
II A

KAVYA 
 IV A

UTSANA SANTRA 
VB

DIMPY PHORE 
PREP B

MOKSHITA SINGH 
II B

TANYA JAIN 
IV B

SAYANJIT DOLAI 
V C
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HARSHIT KADAM 
VI A

KARISHMA TANEJA 
VII A

RISHABH DHANWARIA 
VIII A

SRISHTY 
IX A

SAYON PRAMANIK 
VI B

SHREYASHI KANJI 
VII B

SRISHTI 
VIII B

ANINDITA PRADHAN 
IX B

PRISHA SHARMA 
VI C

HARSHIT 
VII C

SHRAYA SANTRA 
VIII C

SRISHTI PRABUDH KUMAR 
XI A

UMANG PALWAR 
XI B

Rank Holders
2022 - 2023
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100 %  Attendance for the Academic Session 2022-2023

S.No Name Class 

1. Trishan Adak  I-B

2. Adi Jana II-A

3. Kanishk II-B

4. Khushboo Ekka III-B

5. Vanya Sonkariya III-B

6. Kaif Ansari IV-A

7. Keshaw IV-B

8. Reyansh Kundra IV-C

9. Avani Kumari V-B

10. Aritra Manna VI-A

11. Karishma Taneja VII-A

12. Dev Kumar VII-A

13. Aryan VIII-C

14. Yashu Kumar IX-B

15. Subhodeep Bera XI-B

16. Roshan Kumar XI-B
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"This amazing accomplishment is just one step in your journey. Your ability to relentlessly 
search for solutions to problems and find innovative ways to improve the world is the 
key to this success and many to come.”
Our winners have shown that success is attainable through perseverance, talent, and a 
relentless pursuit of their goals. Their achievements serve as a shining example of what 
can be accomplished with passion and dedication. Their hard work and commitment 
have not only brought them victory but also inspire others to strive for excellence.

INNERSPROUD

Daak Room - The Letter Writing Carnival Manav Kalakriti - I, 2023 Inter School 
Painting Competition

YMCA Youth Talent Hunt

Best Handwriting Competition 
Preeti Saran - XI-A

Letter Writing Competition 
Gauri Malhotra - VI-C Special Prize- Promising Artist and 

Exquisite art work (Category - Senior )

1st 1st

First Prize & Overall Champions Trophy - Skit Competition
Theme - ‘Impact of COVID-19 on Students’

Zonal Level Science Exhibition and Science Activities

Second Prize - Quiz Competition
Manik Sharma IX A, Yash Goyal X A, Sneha Samui X A

Second Prize - Science Model Exhibition
Sumit Mondal X-B, Gagan Kumar - X-A

Anish Mete - IX B
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John & Mary Dorsey Inter-School Competition

65th Delhi University Annual Flower Show

Hindi Olympiad - 2022

Art of Science Competition

Apostles Singing Competition - Junior Choir

First Prize - Melange

First Prize - Handicrafts, 
Second Prize - Handicrafts, Special Exhibit

Hindi Olympiad

First Prize - Political CharadesFirst Prize - Fastest Fingers First

Second Prize  Dina - Com Commerce

Second Prize - Symposium Quiz

First Prize - Junior Choir

Second Prize - Art Integrated 
Bio-Science Diagram
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Zonal Volleyball Championship National Cadet Corps Annual Training Camp - Girls

Second Prize - Volleyball Competition (Girls)

Primary Athletic Meet

NCC GIRLS

Athletic Championship 2023 - 
Directorate of Education

Prem Rathore XII-A
Second Prize - Relay 3000m (Senior-Boys)

Bhagyashree Prasad IX C
Second Prize - 60kg Left Arm 

Wrestling ( Sub-Junior Category)

Soha Siddiqui XII-A 
Second Prize - Shot Put 
Under-19 (Senior-Girls) 

Soha Siddiqui XII A
Second Prize - Discus Throw & Shot 

Put Under-17 (Senior - Girls)

National Cadet Corps Annual Training Camp - Boys
NCC Bhawan, Rohini
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Investiture Ceremony
"If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more and become more, 
you are a leader."

-John Quincy Adams
The Investiture Ceremony is a significant moment in the academic journey. The 
newly elected Heads stood all set to take up the responsibility entrusted to them. The 
determination and dedication seen on their faces reflected their commitment to the 
duties and a resolution to be leaders with a difference.
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Being appointed as the School Head Boy 
was a dream come true.  

I feel short of words to express my feelings 
and how grateful I am to respected 
Principal Ma’am and all my teachers who 
had faith in me and entrusted me with 
this post. 

They taught me that leadership should not 
be taken as an advantage to be served 
by others but an opportunity to serve. 

Someone has rightly said “with great 
power comes great responsibility.” During 
this period, I have faced a lot of new 
challenges, overcome many obstacles, 
represented the school, connected with 
fellow students and have been able to 
stand firmly for what is right.

I take this platform to express my heartfelt 
gratitude to each one for providing me 
this opportunity to serve my institution 
and for the moral values instilled in me to 
be a leader with a difference. 

“Each one is a unique leader but what’s 
important is to believe in oneself and 
remember great leaders don’t quit.”

Regards,

Shubhodeep Bera (Head Boy)

The privilege of serving as the Head Girl has 
been an incredible journey brimming with 
lessons and challenges that have shaped 
me into who I am today. The weight of the 
responsibility that comes with this role is 
both humbling and empowering. Knowing 
that so many look up to me, I try my best 
to be a better version of me every day and 
embrace my duty with compassion.

The path isn't always smooth; there are 
moments when the challenges seem 
insurmountable. True strength lies not in 
just accomplishing the given tasks but 
also in uplifting and supporting others. 
Dream bigger, fly higher and never give 
up! 

I am truly grateful to all the teachers 
and Heads for their unwavering support 
and continual guidance. Together, let us 
embrace responsibility, authenticity, and 
uphold the values and morals, that so 
beautifully define our school! 

With warmth & dedication,

Nisha Singh (Head Girl)

Great Leaders don’t set out to be leaders; 
they are set out to make a difference.

- Cathy Quartner Bailey

  The challenge of leadership is to 
be strong, but not rude; be kind, but 
not weak; be bold, but not bully; be 
thoughtful, but not lazy; be humble, but 
not timid; be proud, but not arrogant; 
have humour, but without folly.

- Jim Rohn

Leading
With

Purpose
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“Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in 
and day out.” – Robert Collier

A proud moment for the school, students anxiously 
awaiting to receive their merit certificates for their 
various scholastic and co-scholastic achievements. 
They  were also acknowledged and appreciated for 
Moral Education, Good Behaviour and Regularity in 
coming to school. The loud applause from the parents 
for their loving children said it all!

Annual Prize 
Distribution 
Ceremony
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Mother’s Day

Mother's Day, a 
day dedicated 
to honouring 
the mothers. 
This cherished 
day is a 
heartfelt 
tribute to the 
incredible 
mothers who 
have played 
pivotal roles 
in the lives of 
their children, 
a celebration 
of love, sacrifice, 
and unwavering 
support. This day 
was celebrated 
in collaboration 
with J.K Papers. 
Many activities were 
organised for the 
students. They were 
given a chance to pen heartfelt 
letters expressing their love and 
gratitude to their mothers.

If love is as sweet 
as a flower, then 

my mother is that 
sweet flower of 

love.
—Stevie Wonder
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Trips and Visits
School trips play a crucial role in enhancing the educational experience of students 
by providing them with opportunities for hands-on learning and exposure to new 
environments. The school organized various educational trips to different places like 
Pradhanmantri Sangrahalaya, Fire Station, Philately Museum, Traffic Training Park etc. 
for the children to explore and learn. Children were curious to visit these places along 
with their teachers and achieved more insight. It enabled them to enrich themselves with 
knowledge and widen their outlook. These experiences were instrumental in fostering 
curiosity, empathy and a lifelong love for learning.

All India Institute of Medical Sciences

Fire Station
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National Institute for Plant Biotechnology

International Museum Expo - 2023

Pradhanmantri Sangrahalaya

Department of Soil Science, Pusa Institute

Traffic Training Park
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Independence Day 
Celebration

The Independence Day Celebration began with 
the hoisting of the National Flag, symbolizing  the 
freedom and sovereignty of our nation. This solemn 
and patriotic moment filled the air with a sense 
of pride and unity. The school choir presented a 
melodious medley of patriotic songs, reminding us 
of the values of freedom, democracy and unity that 
bind us together as a nation. Towards the end of the 
celebration, tri-coloured balloons were released. It 
was a time for reflection, celebration and a renewed 
commitment to the progress and prosperity of our 
nation.  

Different class activities were conducted. Students 
were thrilled  to make utility items using 

paper quilling. They came up with  various 
interesting ideas and made tri-coloured 
badges, stationary stands and flower vases, 
paintings with sceneries etc. Students also 
wrote a few lines on the unsung heroes of 

the independence struggle.

"May the spirit of patriotism and love for our 
country lead you towards a brighter future."
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Republic Day Celebration
“Patriotism is more than a promise, more than a pledge and more than a national 
anthem but not less than being a good citizen of the nation”- Sir P.S. Jagadeesh Kumar
The 74th Republic Day was a spectacular celebration that resonated with patriotism and 
pride as the students and teachers assembled together to celebrate our democratic 
heritage. The celebration, organised by the Social Science Department, commenced 
with the hoisting of the National Flag by our Principal and Manager, Mrs. E. Robert. 
This ceremonial act symbolised our commitment to the principles of democracy and 
sovereignty. Various performances highlighting the cultural richness and diversity of 
India were organised. 
A Fashion Show beautifully depicted the traditional dress of  each state, their famous 
dance forms etc. Students also represented famous patriots. The choir melodiously 
presented a medley of patriotic songs. The diversity of our nation is its major strength. 
The day reinforced the importance of our Constitution as the guiding document of our 
democracy.
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Children’s Day
“Our children are our greatest treasure. They are our future.” -Nelson Mandela

The Massey Hall was resounding with laughter. Students were thrilled and enjoyed the 
wonderful performances of skit, dance and action songs lovingly presented by their 
teachers. The games organised for the students added to the fun. The smiling faces of 
the Pre-Primary students in their fancy dresses, enjoying their class party was a sight 
to behold.

National Unity Walk
““Today we must remove distinctions 
of high and low, rich and poor, caste or 

creed.” - Sardar Vallabhai Patel
Students of the Middle and Senior School 
along with their teachers took part in the 
National Unity Walk held in remembrance 
of Sardar Vallabhai Patel, the Iron Man of 
India, on his birthday.
The National Unity Walk, fostering 
togetherness and harmony was a 
remarkable event that aimed to promote 
inclusivity among students coming from 
diverse backgrounds and communities.

Sadbhavana Diwas
“Our diversity should be our strength, 

not our weakness.” - Rajiv Gandhi
The day marked the 79th birth anniversary of 
India's Former Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi. 
This day is observed as 'Sadbhavana 
Diwas' or Harmony Day' with the objective 
to encourage national integration, peace, 
affection, and communal harmony among 
the people of all religions. 'Sadbhavana' 
in the English language means goodwill. 
Being the youngest Prime Minister, Rajiv 
Gandhi's thought process was modern and 
different from others. Sadbhavana Diwas 
serves as a reminder of Rajiv Gandhi's 
aspirations for India's development and 
progress. 
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Children’s Day
“Our children are our greatest treasure. They are our future.” -Nelson Mandela

The Massey Hall was resounding with laughter. Students were thrilled and enjoyed the 
wonderful performances of skit, dance and action songs lovingly presented by their 
teachers. The games organised for the students added to the fun. The smiling faces of 
the Pre-Primary students in their fancy dresses, enjoying their class party was a sight 
to behold.
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Collaborative Learning 

Cultural Pairing-Sikkim

Drug Free Campaign-Slogan Writing

“The best 
teamwork comes 

from men who 
are working 

independently 
toward one goal in 
unison.” - James 

Cash Penney

Students work together in groups to achieve common learning 
goals. It promotes active engagement, critical thinking, and 
interpersonal skills. Collaborative learning takes various 
forms, such as group projects, discussions, peer teaching and 
also problem-solving activities. It fosters a sense of shared 
responsibility for learning and is beneficial for enhancing 
students' understanding and preparing them for real-world 
teamwork situations. 

G-20 
Summit
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Jal Hai - Kal Hai

Road Safety Week

Shramdaan Hour

Stamp Designing Competition - Azaadi ka Amrit Mahotsav
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Hobby Competition
The Hobby Competition witnessed a marvelous display of 
paintings, sketches, coin collection, stamp collection, key chains, 
paper flowers, pressed leaves and flowers, handiwork and other 
hobbies through creative artwork. The children were highly 
enthusiastic and excited. The competition was conducted to 
enhance and highlight the immense talent of young minds and 
also to reduce the use of gadgets which damage their creativity. 
The students were motivated and encouraged to find out what 
they like to adopt as their hobby. The competition also helped to 

inculcate a collection of themed items and objects, engaging in creative and artistic 
pursuits during their leisure time. Students participated with great enthusiasm and pride 
while displaying their valuable collection. Almost ten students were selected for the 65th 
Annual Flower Show-2023 conducted by the Garden Committee, University of Delhi.

Hobby Competition Winners
S. No. Name Class & Sec House Position Category
1. Ashmi Patra V - A Loyalty I Handicraft
2. Sayanjit Dolai V - C Truth I Handicraft
3. Sevya Soni V - B Loyalty I Coin
4. Kanishka Khanna III - B Patience I Special Collection
5. Shivang Ganju VII - B Loyalty I Coin
6. Divyanshi Singh VII - B Loyalty I Stamp
7. Rikta Majhi VII - C Truth I Origami / Paper Flowers
8. Raj Hait V - A Loyalty I Handicraft
9. Anish Mete VIII - C Justice I Handicraft
10. Aniket Das IX - A Truth I Handicraft
11. Sathi Jana XI - A Patience I Handicraft
12. Aadhya Malhotra VII - A Justice Special 

Prize
Pressed Leaves & Flowers

13. Aditya Goel VII - B Truth I Special Exhibit

“Doing what 
you love is the 

cornerstone 
of having 

abundance in 
your life.”
– Wayne Dyer
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Delhi University
65th Annual Flower Show
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Christmas
Celebration

Peace on earth will come to stay, when we live 
Christmas every day.

– Helen Steiner Rice

The jingle 
bells and merry 

making marked the 
onset of  Christmas 

Season. The celebration 
at Massey Hall was a joyous 

and memorable event. The 
play was a delightful production, 

featuring students from various 
grades, who showcased their 

acting and singing talents and 
conveyed the true meaning and 
essence of Christmas, a message of 
God’s Love. The inclusion of traditional 
Christmas songs and carols added 
to the enchanting atmosphere, 
with the audience joining in to sing 
along.  Each class was beautifully 
decorated with twinkling lights 
and festive decorations. Making 
handmade Christmas cards, 

and exchanging small gifts 
provided an opportunity for 

students to bond and share 
the joy of the season.
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Science Model Display
"Science is the key that unlocks the mysteries of the universe and empowers us to 
shape the world we live in." - Jennifer Doudna

Students of Middle and Senior School presented various working models in the Massey  
Hall. They took part in the fair with much vigour and enthusiasm. A combination of models 
like, working of Internal Organs, Air and Water purifiers, Tesla Coin, Newton’s Cradle, 
Wireless Power Transmission, Electromagnetic waves etc. were showcased beautifully.  
The fair was conducted to initiate the development of scientific leaders of the future 
generation and at the same time, foster  a better understanding of Science among the 
students.

Science Fair Winners 

Name Class & 
Section Position Model

Ezaan Ilahi III - A I 3D Tree

Omansh III - A I 3D Tree

Utkarsh III - B I 3D Tree

Rose Mariya Baby III - B I 3D Tree

Charvi IV - A I Hologram Box

Rudra IV - B I Electric Fan

Abia Masih V - A I Rainwater  Harvesting

Mayank Bhatnagar V - B I Solar System

Hephzibah V-C I Property Of Light

Sara Eqbal VI - C I Microscope

Subham Kamiliya VI - B I Pinhole Camera

Aaliya VI - B I Vacuum Cleaner

Chetanya Gupta VII - B I Newton’s Cradle

Anavia VII - B I Periscope

Chhatra Maurya VIII - C I Toroidal Vortex Cannon

Raghav Arora VIII - A I PIR Sensor (Security)

Kartik Jana VIII - A I Hydraulic Pressure

Garveet Chauhan VIII - C I AC to DC

Sarthak Jasuja IX - C I Full Wave Bridge Rectifier

Subhodeep 
Sumit Patra

X - B 
X - B

I
I Tesla Coil

Siddhant Manocha
Ajoy Jana

IX - A
IX - A

I
I

Wireless Power 
Transmission
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International Science Olympiad
The National Science Olympiad was conducted on 18 October 2022, for students of classes 
VI to X. A total of 48 students participated, in which, 11 students received Gold medals. 
Three students, Rajshree Dalei(VII), Vaibhav Prateek(VIII) and Anindita Pradhan(IX), 
were qualified for the Second Level of SOF National Science Olympiad. It was held on 
12 February 2023 and they received merit certificates.

SCIENCE OLYMPIAD WINNERS

S. 
No Name Class & 

Section Prize

1. Yashika Singh VI - B Gold

2. Ekam Wadhwa VII - C Gold

3. Rajshree Dalei VII - C Gold

4. Yatharth Naitigya VII - C Gold

5. Afsha Parveen VIII - B Gold

6. Vaibhav Prateek VIII - A Gold

7. Rishabh Dhanwaria VIII - A Gold

8. Anindita Pradhan IX - B Gold

9. Sumit Patra IX - B Gold

10. Rembo Ghorai IX - A Gold

11. Abhishek Tarare X - A Gold

SCIENCE FAIR
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Mathematics Fair
Students presented a skit on ‘Mathematics Carnival’. They enacted as famous 
Mathematicians. A beautiful dance depicting steps based on the operations of 
Mathematics and  Properties of the Circle was presented. Students also put up a show 
on how fashion is related to Mathematics. The school choir melodiously sang a song 
named ‘Mystery of Music in Math’.  
They also exhibited both working and non-working models on various mathematical 
operations, properties, theorems and concepts.

MATHEMATICS FAIR WINNERS

S. 
No. Name Class & 

Section Position

1. Hephzibah 
Karthikeyan IV - C I

2. Ramhlunkim Joute IV - C I

3. Shivangi Gautam V - A I

4. Darshika Singh V - A I

5. Ritwik Tulsani V - A I

6. Dimple VI - B I

7. Rikta Maji VI - C I

8. Jayesh VI - C I

9. Jennifer Solomon VII - A I

10. Samishthi Vashisht VII - A I

11. Raghav Arora VII - C I

12. Roselin Kaur VII - C I

13. Rishabh Dhanwaria VIII - A I

14. Aayush Kumar IX - B I

15. Sumit Patra IX - A I

16. Jovia Solomon X - A I

17. Ayan Asher Masih X - A I

18. Anitej Karan XI - B I

19. Aliya Afroz XII - B I
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International 
Mathematics Olympiad 

Winners
S. No. NAME CLASS & 

SECTION
MEDAL

1. Jaivic Raj IV - A GOLD

2. Fahad Rahman IV - B GOLD

3. Arsh V - B GOLD

4. Utsana Santra V - B GOLD

5. Kunsh Bhatia VI - C GOLD

6. Jatin Madaan VI - B GOLD

7. Rajshree Dalie VII - C GOLD

8. Arnav Kumar VII - A GOLD

9. Vaibhav Prateek VIII - A GOLD

10. Afsha Parveen VIII - B GOLD

11. Anindita Pradhan IX - A GOLD

12. Moksh Arora IX - B GOLD

13. Sumit IX - B GOLD

14. Deb Kumar Maity XI - B GOLD

Mathematics Olympiad was conducted on 
13 December 2022 for students of classes IV 
to IX and XI. 21 students got Gold Medals out 
of 167 participants. The following students 
were qualified for the second level of SOF - 
Mathematics Olympiad, which was held on 
12 February 2023 and were awarded Merit 
Certificates.   
Jaivic Raj (IV-A)
Arsh (V-B)
Kunsh Bhatia (VI-C)
Rajshree Dalie (VII-C)
Vaibhav Prateek (VIII-A)
Anindita Pradhan  (IX-A)

116 117



Eco Club Activities
“Being green is more than just buying ‘eco’. It is an unshakable commitment to a 
sustainable lifestyle.” -Jennifer Nini
The Eco Club teachers organized various events and activities like Earth Day, Van 
Mahotsav, Anti-Cracker Drive etc. to promote environmental awareness among the    
students.  It included cultural programmes-dance, skit, quiz, games and also interesting 
activities like slogan writing, poster making, handicrafts, paintings and art work. Active 
participation and collaboration of the students made each celebration a memorable 
moment.

Van Mahotsav

Save Energy

No Single Use Plastic 

International Pollution Day
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Fabric Painting

Earth Day Celebration

Clean India 

Anti-Cracker Drive
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Sensitization & Personal Hygiene Workshop

Emotional Empowerment 

Parenting and Counselling Session
“Children require guidance and sympathy 
far more than instruction.” Anne Sullivan
The counselling session conducted by the 
Counselling Department was the need of the 
hour and helped the parents to understand 
the generational differences in terms of 
impact of technology and decreased 
physical activity and increased mental 
activity of their wards. How achievements, 
failures and criticisms can impact a child 
,was discussed upon mainly. Parents were 
helped to understand the various emotions 
that children feel. The difference between 
an adult and an adolescent in terms of Brain 
Biology and Emotional Development was 
touched upon. The session was concluded 
with a Question and Answer time, where the 
parents’ queries were addressed.
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Life skills Workshop & Activity

Beyond Barriers
Life skills encompass a wide range of competencies, 
from effective communication and problem-solving 
to decision-making and emotional intelligence. 
These essential abilities transcend academic 
knowledge, equipping individuals with the tools 
they need to navigate the complexities of life, both 
personally and professionally. 
The workshop was designed for students of classes 
IX - XII, to empower them with practical knowledge 
and hands-on experiences that will enhance their 
personal and professional lives. Mr George Ebenezer, 
CEO - Beyond Barriers addressed students of classes 
IX – XII on various topics related to anger, dealing 
with suicide or friends who are suicidal, digital 
addictions and their pros and cons etc. He also 
dealt with techniques to face virtual fights and the 
damage caused due to online exposure. One to one 
interaction with some students was much helpful.

Breaking Barriers 
Activity

“Dyslexia is not a 
pigeonhole to say you 

can’t do anything. It 
is an opportunity and 
a possibility to learn 
differently. You have 

magical brains, they just 
process differently. Don’t 

feel like you should be 
held back by it.” 

- Her Royal Highness 
Princess Beatrice
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World English Language Day
World English Day provides an excellent opportunity to celebrate 
the profound influence of the English language on global 
culture and literature. When discussing English literature and its 
impact, it's impossible not to mention the legendary playwright 
and poet, William Shakespeare, often referred to as the "Bard 
of Avon,"  and is widely regarded as one of the greatest writers 
in the English language and a cultural icon. Various activities 
for children of different classes were organized by the English 
Department to commemorate the day.

"Be not afraid of 
greatness. Some are 

born great; some 
achieve greatness, 

and others have 
greatness thrust 

upon them.” – 
William Shakespeare
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Zonal Basketball Competition
Faith Academy Second Shift had the privilege of hosting the Zonal Basketball Competition 
in which around 20 schools participated. The Chief Guest, Mrs. E. Robert, Principal & 
Manager, Faith Academy Second Shift, inaugurated the event. Many schools under the 
zone participated in the event with much zeal and vigour. The sports teachers did a 
great job in coordinating and arranging the event in the basketball court of the school. 
A flow of tremendous energy and enthusiasm was seen when the different teams came 
face to face. Mr. Shaji K. Philip, currently working as Relations Officer, Northern Railways, 
who is known for his 6ft 9inch height, graced the event as the judge. Mr. Tilak, Sports in-
charge, Manav Sthali School, New Rajinder Nagar,  Mr. Pawan Kumar, Zone Secretary, 
Sports, and Mrs. Chetna, Sports in-charge, St. Michael’s Senior Secondary School, Pusa 
Road were the others who graced the occasion with their presence.
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Explore N Learn
Explore N Learn", is an educational approach that encourages children to actively 
investigate and discover new information or concepts. Instead of traditional rote 
learning, it emphasizes hands-on experiences, experimentation, and inquiry-based 
learning. Students really enjoy and it is much effective in fostering curiosity, critical 
thinking, problem-solving skills, and a deeper understanding of subjects. They include 
field trips, interactive activities, project-based learning, and encouraging students to ask 
questions and explore topics independently. It's often associated with a more student-
centered and experiential approach to education.

Art & Craft

Celebrating 
Greenery 
Around

Community 
Day

Fancy 
Dress

Earth Day
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Identifying Colours
Harvest 
Festival

Healthy 
Diet

Identifying Fruits and 
Vegetables

Shapes and Sizes

Theme 
Based 

Activities
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A Survivor’s Tale 
I accompanied my mother to Manali on her official trip on July 7, 
2023, all excited to have a wonderful time of relaxation surrounded by 
nature. The next morning, my mother was attending a meeting, while 
I took a window seat in a restaurant, looking at the flowing river. I felt 
the water rising and thought it was normal. Around hundred and fifty 
tourists from downhill hotels entered the restaurant and shared that 
there was a heavy landslide and flood, and they had to walk for four 
hours to reach the restaurant. Soon, we were surrounded by lightning 
and thunderstorms, resulting in a complete electricity shutdown and 
the cutting off internet connections. We were left with no means of 
contacting any family members. Dreadful scenes of houses, buildings, 
and even people being washed away by the flood and people crying 
out for help made the situation hopeless. We all rushed to the terrace 
after a while to try contacting people. After trying a lot, we got a message from my father saying, "Hello." 
What a relief! On July 12, we decided to leave as the rain had stopped. But the highway was swiped away 
by the flood, and so we had to walk through a narrow and dangerous path. My mother and I slipped, but 
thanks to an uncle who pulled us up to safety. We boarded hired cars and travelled to Mandi. Regular 
routes were barricaded due to safety reasons, and we had to sleep in the cars. We took a bus from Mandi 
to Delhi. When we reached Chandigarh, my grandparents and uncle brought food to all 52 of us who were 
in the bus. I was so happy to see them, and my mother's friends thanked them for their thoughtfulness. At 
3 a.m. on 13th July, my father, along with Coco, our pet dog, came to Sindhu Border to pick us up. We were 
relieved that this unexpected adventure came to an end at last, and we were all safe. God has been so 
good. Thanks to all who prayed for us.

Vedansh Manchanda, IV D

 

Journalism as a Career
Journalism as a career is gaining ground these days. There is an 
explosion of information. We are living in a fast changing world with 
a fast flow of information. Mass communication has already been 
introduced as a subject at the postgraduate level in many universities. 
Journalism, in today’s time, attracts a lot of able and talented students. 
It requires a special bent of mind. The first requirement of journalism 
as a profession is a keen interest in current events and day-to-day 
happenings. A budding journalist must understand political, social, and 
economic movements going on in the country and abroad. He must 
have a well-stocked mind. In fact, a journalist has to be a well-read and 
learned individual. He has to be awake, alert, and active.

A journalist must not forget that he is supposed to perform an important social duty. It is his boundless 
duty to properly educate the masses in respect, without foul language. He has to present before one and 
all the facts of day-to-day life without bias or any personal interest. Political clout or the power of wealth 
should not frighten or coerce a journalist into writing about some ulterior motive. This requires a lot of 
courage, a strong conviction, and a true sense of patriotism and humanism. Journalism today offers vast 
opportunities to young men and women. It is a developing and a much sought after profession. In India, the 
profession of journalism has a great future. In the wake of multi-channel TV programs, journalism holds a 
great promise for many young men and women, and it is not meant for unscrupulous persons. Journalism 
is a noble and challenging profession. But some journalists fail to do their duty sincerely. Enterprising 
young boys and girls who are good at creative writing should adopt journalism as a profession or as a 
hobby.

Suhani XII A 

EnglishEnglish

Illustration By: 
Priyanka Chowdhury VI B

Illustration By: Benitta Joy IX B

Creative Expressions
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Acceptance
Isn’t it very difficult to accept situations at some point in time? If the answer 
to this question is ‘yes’, then we should admit that we fail to accept things, 
and that's  what is required of us.

It is the fear of fear that makes us afraid of accepting things and people 
around us. Accepting obstacles with firmness, boldness, and with 
confidence separates the courageous people from the cowards. At times, 
it can be difficult to accept things that happen in life, but we should 
remember that every plant yields fruit only when proper care is given to it.

It is essential to accept our circumstances because, with each experience, 
there is a lesson that we learn. One should accept that life is not a bed of 
roses but a path filled with thorns, and it is not advisable to stop midway. 

Wisdom comes with acceptance, and it comes from within. There is no achievement without failure. In the 
midst of a negative experience, there is always a ray of hope.

To encapsulate, a life spent making mistakes and learning from them is not only more honourable but 
more useful than a life spent doing nothing. Accept it; don't regret it.

Anshita Arora, XII B

 

An Insight Into God's Creation
Organisms ranging from plants to animals with their various habitats and 
methods of survival are all unique, thus a testimony of God’s wonderful creation. 
But the best creativity is in the body of a human being. It's the masterpiece 
of GOD! The perfect coordination between organs, muscles, and the neural 
system is impossible to imagine and replicate. In the world of technological 
advancements, sometimes even doctors fail to join or replace certain organs 
or parts of the body.

The process of digestion of food by different glands and the use of nutrients to 
keep the body fit, is an example of perfection. The perfect looks that humans 
have and the number of cells that the bodies contain seem to be the work of 
the Divine.

We are indeed wonderfully and fearfully made in the image of God!

Achsah Mary Kurian, XI B 

Anxiety
Anxiety has been called "the butterflies in the stomach feeling." Anxiety is 
usually defined as a diffuse, vague, and very unpleasant feeling of fear and 
apprehension without any clear reason. Symptoms of anxiety are rapid heart 
rate, shortness of breath, loss of appetite, fainting, dizziness, sometimes, 
overeating sweating, sleeplessness, and tremors. Different types of anxiety 
disorders include Generalized Anxiety Disorder, panic disorder, and 
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. Teens suffering from anxiety show many 
different types of aggressive behaviour. For example, verbal aggression, 

physical aggression, hostile aggression, etc. Anxiety attacks are common these days, and there are 
always triggers for anxiety attacks. These triggers vary from person to person based on their life events, 
trauma, or any past incidents. People suffering from anxiety find it difficult to socialize and interact with 
people at times. They are usually introverts. People with anxiety should go for therapy because it affects 
one's mental health, physical health, job, studies, and relationships. Sometimes, past incidents of trauma 
may also lead to anxiety. Anxiety, if not tackled on time, can lead to neuropsychiatric disorders.

Riddhima Mishra, XII B 
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Kumar IV B
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Beyond the Horizon
The idea of time travel has sparked a lot of discussions throughout history, 
provoking wonders and sparking imaginations. Although concrete evidence 
remains elusive, there are striking concepts that add fuel to fire. One factor is 
time dilation, where time can pass differently for objects in motion or under the 
influence of strong gravity. It suggests that time is not fixed and is not a uniform 
entity but can be influenced by various factors.

Another factor is the ‘twin paradox’, which illustrates the effects of time 
dilation. It presents a scenario where a twin embarks on a high-speed journey, 
experiencing a slower passage of time compared to their sibling, who remains 
on earth.

Theories such as wormholes and hypothetical shortcuts in space and time offer 
a tantalizing possibility for time travel. These cosmic tunnels could potentially 

connect different moments in time, allowing for future journeys.

While time travel resides in the realm of speculation, exploring its potential, it 
also inspires our imaginations and pushes the boundaries of what we consider 
as impossible.

Aryan Gupta, XII C 

Chandrayaan - 3
Chandrayaan - 3 scripts a new chapter in India’s space odyssey! It 
symbolized India’s ambition to become a leading space power.

"Watching in silence, the earth rises and falls,

Moon, Moon, we chant all…'.

It was a matter of great pride and honour when Chandrayaan - 3 made 
a soft landing on the moon. It was launched on July 14, 2023, under the 
guidance of ISRO Chief, Mr. S. Somnath and his team of scientists from the 
SATISH DHAWAN SPACE CENTRE in Srihari Kota, Andhra Pradesh. It soared 
high in the sky, elevating the dreams of every Indian. The landing was for 
sure, a momentous achievement for our scientists' relentless dedication.

As quoted, 'When the moon rises... our country's footprints will be engraved 
on the Moon's soil'

India is the fourth country to land a rover on the moon, after the United 
States, the Soviet Union, and China.

Hansika Tiwari, XI B 

Celestial Wish
"I wish I were a ray of light, 
Flowing swiftly across the universe 
With negligible matter of burden, 
Refracting through the different stages of life 
No!  No!  I wish I were a star. 
Having my own light 
Dispersing into the different variations of life, 
Made of mysterious matters, 
That no man has yet discovered. 
But still, I would only be like the moon, 
Reflecting others' light, 
And not showing my dark side. 
Always white and supporting the world as a secret mind.

Raynard Mathai Abraham, X-C 
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The Gift of Life
Even if they have enormous worldly wealth, Eckhart Tolle writes in his book 
that "those who have not found their true wealth, which is the radiant joy of 
Being and the deep, unshakeable peace that comes with it, are beggars."

What an irony it is, that the richest person in the world, who has everything, 
concerns that he has nothing left to want for, while the poorest person in 
the world worries that he has nothing to satisfy his desires! Have you ever 
felt, that we have forgotten the true meaning and purpose of “life”? And 
unfortunately, have just stuck ourselves to the materialistic pleasures.. 
Can you, even for a moment, stop your mind from thinking? Even while we 
are asleep, our mind is capable of thinking... And if our mind overpowers 
our thoughts, it results in worry and in turn our happiness is gone! The 
importance of our happiness is shadowed in loneliness, most often we 
feel alienated but it is not always because of what others do to us, but 
mainly, because we regret more than we appreciate. We often think that 
we are subject to all the pains and sufferings but take a moment to look 
beyond and see, how beautifully we’ve been blessed, even a stone has 
to be beaten down to carve a sculpture. Which shows,that while going 
through these challenges, it carves out our hidden beauty.

If you make an effort to find satisfaction and delight in even the tiniest moments, you'll realize that  life 
holds much more.  Live your life more than just existing. Explore the heights, take lessons from the falls, 
and enjoy the journey; don't just exist. After all; in the end, it’s not the years in life that matter, what really 
does is, life lived in those years.!

Garima XII-A, FA-II 

Combating Bullying Together
Bullying is a harmful behaviour that can have severe and 
long-lasting effects on both the victim and the bully. It is crucial for 
us to understand its consequences and work together to address 
and prevent them, creating a safe and nurturing environment.

Bullying is a deliberate and repetitive act of aggression where one 
person or a group uses their power to intimidate, harm, or humiliate 
another individual. It can take various forms, including physical, 
verbal, and cyberbullying. Victims of bullying often experience 
fear, anxiety, and a sense of helplessness, while bullies may display 
aggressive tendencies and emotional issues.

Empathy, fostering respect, and encouraging a supportive intervention can create a positive change and 
ensure the safety of every individual.

Sahib Gupta, VII B

Riddle Fun
• The way they teach is very, very special. 
• The love and care they express are also so special.

Can you guess who they are?

Wait, let me give you some more clues…

• We only spend a little time with them. 
• They are like a friend and a parent. 
• During vacation, we miss them.

Now, can you guess who they are?

Yes, they are our Teachers!

Lokakshi Sharma, IV B 

Illustration by Raj Hait VIII-A, FA-II

Illustration By: 
Natlee Louriyam, VIII D
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Cyberbullying
Cyberbullying is a never-ending cycle of pain. Break the cycle by choosing 
kindness instead.

Cyberbullying is a behaviour that is carried out by a group or an individual 
virtually, those who cannot defend themselves, become a subject to constant 
harassment. There are three types of cyberbullying that have been identified 
by case studies. They are cyber snapping, hate raids, and trolling.

Cyber stalking refers to harassment wherein the predators use electronic 
communication to stalk the victims. It has been regarded as the most 
dangerous of all types of bullying. Hate raids target a race or a group of people 
with the help of live streaming and are disrespectful to others. Trolling is in 
vogue these days. The most hard-hit or trolled people are celebrities, as they 
are constantly under the scrutiny of the public.

The only way to curb cyberbullying is to build awareness, especially when 
online. Bullying can be reported immediately to the help desk of the respective 

site so that the troller can be taken to task.

Lipika Parasher, XII E 

Depression: Disease Or Disorder?
Depression is a state of mind that changes the person, makes him more emotional, 
and gives him physical problems. There are a number of definitions of depression, 
as every person has their own way of dealing with things. It has also been found 
in studies that it can be related to your genetic, biological, environmental, and 
psychological factors.

Depression is not a disease; it is a kind of mental issue. It can occur with other mental 
disorders as well, leading to a massive effect on physical health. Depression, which 
many don't know, is the cause of cancer, diabetes, heart disease, and addictions.

If an individual feels zoned out, anxious about little things, loses interest in 
day-to-day activities, and becomes irritable, it is advisable for him to seek medical 
help or counselling.

Chinmay XI B 

Dopamine: Reasons To Be Happy
Dopamine is a very important hormone produced by the brain, 
as it plays an essential role in a person's concentration and 
overall mental health. It is referred to as a ‘happy hormone’. 
The reason that you feel happy when you get what you want is 
because of the secretion of dopamine in your body. Anything 
that relaxes the mind, body, and soul and brings a smile to your 
face is the work of dopamine.

Dopamine is based on an individual's circumstances. For 
instance, a repetition of things will not give you the same 
amount of pleasure with which you began, as the secretion of 
the hormone will be really low. Eating your favourite meal every 
day will also mellow down the secretion of dopamine in an 
individual's body.

The world is in search of happiness and pleasure in today's era. The addiction to substances, movies, or 
gaming should not be considered healthy ways to gain a feeling of satisfaction and a source of dopamine. 
Focus on the things that will give you an essence of accomplishment in life and serve as primary sources 
of dopamine.

Joshua Jose, XII E
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The New Parliament
On May 28 , 2023 , Prime Minister Modi 
inaugurated India's new Parliament building. 
During the ceremony, Modi ji unveiled 
a plaque dedicating the building to the 
nation. The new Parliament holds immense 
significance for India on various fronts. 
It will offer a more efficient and effective 
workspace to the Parliamentarians .

The new Parliament building is a triangular-  
shaped house located next to the old 
Parliament. It offers a larger Lok Sabha hall 
accommodating up to 888 seats and an 

enlarged Rajya Sabha hall with space for up to 384 members. The rest of the house also encompasses 
four floors housing ministerial offices and committee rooms.

The new building is environmental friendly and aims for a 30% reduction in electricity consumption. It 
features rainwater harvesting, water recycling, and a space-efficient design, with a lifespan of 150 years, 
as per the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs.

The new Parliament symbolizes India's growing power on the global stage, characterized by its sustainable 
design.
Srishty X-B, FA-II

E-Sports
E-sports, or electronic sports, is a platform to recognize video 
gaming. It became quite popular in India during the lockdown 
period, wherein the children, during their leisure hours, enjoyed 
the company of their video games. According to FICCI-EY media 
Report, the number of players doubled from 3 lakhs to 6 lakhs in 
just a year!

E-sports like outdoor sports has its benefits-it improves 
coordination, develops the ability to make crucial decisions, and 
improvise on the ability to solve problems. But its ill effects cannot 
be nullified, as in 2018, the International Classification of Diseases 
included "Gaming Disorder" as a matter of concern that needed 
the immediate attention of the parents and the teachers. However, 
one can mitigate lots of the cons of e-sports by including a variety of healthy activities—and ensuring that 
children are participating in age-appropriate gaming. 

Adarsh Kumar Jha, XII C

 

Embracing Global Citizenship
This refers to recognizing our shared responsibility to protect and improve our 
planet, irrespective of borders. It is an evolving idea that encourages us to think 
beyond our immediate surroundings and embrace the diversity of the world.

The G-20 Summit, organized in the month of September, had for its agenda-how 
countries of the world can contribute towards the oneness of the world, leading to 
peace and harmony, development and security.

The world leaders agreed to the fact that by cultivating awareness, promoting 
tolerance, and embracing digital citizenship, we can create a brighter and more 
compassionate future for humanity.

Sahib Gupta, VII B 
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Impact Of Wars On The World Economy
There is a new genre of war that is being witnessed these 
days. The world wars led to economic and scientific 
advancements, leading to a split between the worlds. In 
order to conquer the world based on the economy and 
ideology, several proxy wars were fought in the past. The 
influence of world powers has led to the destruction of third 
world countries, especially their economies.

In order to protect their borders and support their respective 
allies, many countries have spent a lot of money on their 
defence sector. However, the money spent is combined with 
corruption which has led to the decline of their economies. 
The developed countries are constantly involved in economic 
and technological wars. Unfortunately there is no end to it.

Wars have no survivors. Only a peace deal can save the 
small economies of the world today.

Ashmeet David, XI B 

The Importance Of Sports
The importance of sports cannot be ignored in the 
life of an individual. It is necessary for a healthy mind 
and body. Sports can teach us to be more disciplined, 
responsible, and dedicated.

As sports play a key role in the life of an individual, 
it becomes very essential for everyone to indulge 
themselves in one more sport as per their respective 
schedules.

Education gives a person a comfortable life and sports 
give us a healthy lifestyle. Punctuality, discipline, team 
building leadership, coordination, and stamina are 
some of the best qualities that sports can inculcate in a 
person. These attributes make us a holistic individual.

Mehar Sachdeva, VI A 

Innovation In Education
Innovation is a recognition that new developments, 
technological advancements, and changes are the 
need of the hour, especially in the field of education.

The most prominent example of innovation in education 
was seen during the pandemic, where every child and 
every educator was engaged in online classes that 
made us experience a new methodology in the field of 
education.

The students experienced flipped learning, blended 
learning, live streaming of classes, and project-based 
learning.

Tanishq Dhanwaria, VII C 
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Life Is A Journey
Life is a gift from the Lord. The most precious gift that must be handled with utmost 
care. The days are not the same, nor are the paths smooth at all times. Challenges, 
worries, and sadness do overpower us sometimes, but we have to fight back and 
overcome our hard times. Obstacles help us become stronger. They teach us to 
detangle and stay less complicated, leading us towards a sense of responsibility 
and belongingness. The road is sometimes crooked and sometimes smooth. 
The secret of life is best known to those who are not attached to materialistic 
pleasures. Accept the challenges of life as it comes to you and face them with 
confidence.

Asmita, XI B 

Dignity Of The Third Gender In Our Society
We are humans. We do not want to be judged. Then, why do we judge others? 
Judging can be of two types: positive and negative. Positive judging refers 
to complimenting and praising others. Negatives can include giving looks 
and passing mean comments. For us, judging can be normal, but have you 
ever thought about what third genders and transgenders go through? A 
study shows that when they declare or announce their gender, 8 out of 10 
are disowned by their own parents. It's so sad and disheartening to hear that 
they are not being accepted by their own family. As a result, they start living 
on the streets and beg for money so that they can survive. The old mentality 
is just so wrong. They have the right to life; who are we to judge them? They 
are just like us, but with a different identity. Their perspective of life is very 
different from ours. The society is working and is living a normal life then why 
should we segregate them from us.
For thus says the LORD: "To the eunuchs who keep My Sabbaths, and choose 
what pleases Me, and hold fast My covenant, even to them I will give in My 
house and within My walls a place and a name better than that of sons and 
daughters; I will give them an everlasting name that shall not be cut off."
Isaiah 56:4, 5

Anugreha Carmel Jai, XII B

 

The Symphony of Science

 
In the classroom, I eagerly take my place, 
Science class, a journey through time and space. 
With beakers, books and experiments to explore, 
We unlock the mysteries, we learn and move.

From atoms and elements to the laws of motion 
Science class in grade ten is a wondrous portion 
With every lesson, a new world unfolds, 
In the world of Science, my curiosity moulds.

Chemistry, Physics and Biology, we embrace. 
In the quest for knowledge, we set our pace. For in Science 
class, we truly understand, 
The wonders of the world, hand in hand.

Composed by Manan Sharma X-A, FA-II

Illustration By: Dhanvi VIII B

Illustration By: 
Mannat Nagpal VIII C
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The Rise of Three-Cylinder Engines in Cars
These days, everybody is talking about environmental friendly 
vehicles. Fuel-efficient cars and bikes, keeping in mind the need 
and the demand of the public, the automobile industry has 
taken the initiative to manufacture three-cylinder cars. Though 
these vehicles are slightly underpowered, people still want to 
have them. These vehicles have a larger market in our country 
than in foreign countries across the globe because the Indian 
market is financially sensitive.

These vehicles are fuel and budget efficient, and weigh less as 
compared to four-cylinder vehicles. These factors attract buyers 
in the best possible ways.

Krishna Deepak Akela, XII C

 

A Letter to Future Self
Dear Future Me,

Hope this letter finds you in good health! Technology 
has progressed unimaginably compared to what it 
was 7-8 years ago. I now own a robot that assists 
with my daily tasks and it would be very fascinating 
to know how life has changed due to the rapid 
advancements in Science and Technology. 
Speaking of advancements, humanity has made 
significant progress in tackling climatic change and 
preserving our planet. Renewable energy sources 
are now the dominant form of energy and suitable 
practices are ingrained in every aspect of our life. 
These days chatbots and virtual tutors, offer quick 
assistance, promoting independent learning. AI 
chatbots for education are revolutionizing the way 
students learn. With their Natural Language Processing (NLP) and machine learning algorithms, these 
chatbots  provide instant and personalized support to students, answering their questions and guiding 
them through the learning process. Creating interactive and engaged learning experiences allow students 
to grasp concepts more easily and retain information data. As long as I remember, traffic management 
systems were traditionally manually monitored and controlled by government officers and officials, but 
with the rise of Artificial Intelligence and machine learning, these systems are becoming automated. 
Alongside, AI is used to analyze real time traffic data from various cameras and IT devices, including 
vehicles like cars, buses and even trains. It identifies patterns in the data provided and reduces safety 
risks and recurring accidents and controls traffic light systems. 

AI technology uses algorithms to analyze vast amount of data to make business decisions. Through 
learning human behaviours, the software also develops the ability to mimic and eventually forecast 
future actions or predictions. With the growth in technology’s ability and accuracy, law enforcement 
agencies around the world are using AI technologies and solutions to combat crime. AI has enabled 
financial service providers to leverage data and analytics, creating affordable and convenient financial 
solutions for the underprivileged section of the society. Even individuals in remote and vulnerable areas 
may now gain access to essential financial resources. These technologies are reforming the design and 
delivery of financial products by aggregating and tailoring them to the unique needs and preferences of 
low-income households, empowering families and businesses. 

Lastly I would like to say, "embrace every opportunity that comes your way and never stop striving for 
personal and professional growth. Remember to stay true to yourself, hold onto your values and continue 
being the best version of yourself!"

Forever hopeful,

Shriya Premanand IX-C, FA-II

Illustration By: Anika 
Sachdeva V A

Illustration by Raj Hait VIII-A, FA-II
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Trigonometry
The triangles embrace, and the angles display, 
Trigonometry's dance, night and day. 
Sine, cosine, and tangent are entwined, 
Measuring stars is a cosmic design.

From the Pythagoras theorem, truth arises, 
Opposite and adjacent in our eyes. 
Unit circle's rhythm, cycles divine, 
Radians and degrees harmoniously align.

With the triangle's magic, we unlock the unknown, 
Solving life's puzzles leads to seeds of wisdom being sown. 
Trigonometry's poetry, elegant and true, 
In mathematical verse, we find the clue.

Nikhita Yadav, X B 

Chandrayaan-3!  Incredible India!

India has made history by becoming 
the first to touch and land on the 
uncharted region, the lunar South Pole. 
Chandrayaan-3 was launched on 14 
July 2023 and landed on the Moon on 
23 August 2023. After this achievement, 
India now stands alongside the United 
states, Russia and China as one of the 
nations to land on the Moon.

Chandrayaan's successful landing was 
because of Chandrayaan-2's failure. 
The Indian Space Research Organization 
(ISRO) came up with the solutions to the 
failure back in 2019. It is an achievement 
and a proud moment for every Indian. 
The Pragyan Rover will move around the 

landing site within a radius of 500m. and will collect the information and send it to ISRO.

It is incredible that India has overcome its failures and made history. With each mission, India inches 
closer to becoming a global leader in lunar exploration. Chandrayaan-3 represents a significant step in 
India's space exploration and makes it possible to gain knowledge about the undiscovered side of the 
Moon.

Shiv Ashutosh X-A, FA-II 

A Dream Come True! 
The landing of Chandrayaan-3 is an eagerly awaited event for many, especially for students like me, 
who want to take up Aeronautical Science in the future. Our previous mission, Chandrayaan-2, where it 
couldn’t achieve a soft landing, Chandrayaan-3 aims to successfully land a rover on the lunar surface. 
This is an incredible feat as it requires precise calculations and cutting edge technology. It will allow 
scientists to explore untouched areas of the Moon, collect samples and study its environment. It only 
showcases India’s determination in Space Exploration but also inspires young minds like mine to dream 
big and work towards achieving remarkable feats in Science and Technology. I am Proud to be an Indian!

Shriya Premanand IX C, FA-II 

Illustration By: 
Mannat Nagpal VIII C

Illustration by Ananya VI-A, FA-II
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The Time And Space Continuum
“Time and space are modes by which we think, not conditions 
in which we live.” !Albert Einstein

The observable cannot be compared to what we see around 
us. The planets in our solar system are so perfectly placed 
that they don't collide. As we know from the theory of general 
relativity, the faster you move into space, the slower you 
move through time. The theory of wormholes states that 
there is a hole in the space-time continuum that connects 
two different universes, one by a wormhole and the other by 
a black hole. The time around the event horizon of a black 
hole is slow as compared to the time we know. Time doesn't 
exist in the black hole, which contains a singularity of infinite 
mass. The planets revolving around a black hole work at a 
different time than the planets revolving around the sun.

Gravity can travel through the space-time continuum. Human beings know that time is a physical thing 
instead of the fact that it is another dimension that can't be discovered.

Aarush Arora, XIIC 

Artificial Intelligence
AI refers to the intelligence of machines. This is in 
contrast to the natural intelligence of humans and 
animals. AI machines perform functions such as 
learning, planning, reasoning, and problem solving. 
The most noteworthy AI is the assimilation of human 
intelligence by machines. It's probably the fastest 
development in the world of technology. Experts 
believe that AI can solve major challenges and crises. 
AI is of four types—Arend HINTGE came up with the 
categorization—and they are Reactive Measure, 
Limited Memory, Theory of Mind, and Self-Awareness.
AI has become an inevitable part of society in every 
aspect, i.e., health care, business, defence, and 
education. AI is all set to be the future of the world. 
Experts believe that AI will become a part and parcel 
of every life. It would change our outlook. With it, the 
future seems intriguing and exciting.

Pratham Samuel Ingle, XII C

Are Self Correcting Quantum Computers within reach?
Harvard team’s method of reducing errors tackles major barrier to scale 
up technology. Quantum computers promise to achieve speed and 
efficiency impossible for even the fastest super computer of today, yet  
the technology hasn’t seen much, scale-up and commercialization 
largely due to its inability to self-correct. They, unlike classical 
ones, cannot correct errors by coping encoded data over and over. 
Scientists had to find another way. Now new in nature, illustrates a 
Harvard Quantum computing platforms potential to solve the long 
side problem known as quantum error correction.

Facts assembled by Arup Hazra IX-B, FA-II
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Self-Love
In the mirror's gaze, I find my truth, 
A journey within is the essence of youth. 
With flaws and scars, I proudly embrace 
Self-love is the light that fills every space. 
It's not just a word, nor a fleeting desire. 
But a steadfast blaze that will never tire. 
In the warmth of its fire, we find our home. 
A love so deep will never roam. 
So let the world whisper; let judgement abound. 
In my self-love embrace, I stand my ground. 
I am a masterpiece, unique and divine. 
In self-love's embrace, forever I will shine.

Ansh Sethi, XII C

Impact of Insecurities
People are more concerned about themselves than others, which 
sometimes leads to insecurity. People who are obese are assumed 
to be lazy and fat. They have suffered the pain of bullying. People are 
insecure about their height. They get intimidated by taller people and 
try to increase their height. This also has an impact on their marriage 
and mental health. Some people are afraid of social interaction and 
conversation and feel alone with no friends leading to depression, 
anxiety, and low self-esteem. Some people have stage fright and are 
insecure about it.

Body issues are a common insecurity, and teenagers who are skinny 
find it hard to gain confidence. Financial insecurity is a major problem 
for adults who are either from a low-income background or do not 
earn enough to cover both ends. All these aspects affect mental 
health and fill an individual with inferiority complex.

Combat Insecurities. Accept yourself!

Try to be in the company of people who make you feel secure. Face your 
insecurities head-on.

Zechariah, XII B 

Parental Pressure
Parents are the safest haven for a child to be in. Parents are the child’s 
first love, mentor, companion, and role model. Why does this time come 
in the life of an adolescent when these memories wither away? Parental 
pressure is a part and parcel of a child's life, especially in India. At times, 
they tend to be helicopter parents, compelling their children to take up 
subjects of their choice and make decisions for them.
Training children to be disciplined and goal-oriented is not wrong, but too 
much of anything is bad for development, and so also is the over concern 
of the parents for their children.
A little effort to curb the restrictions and be a bit open towards the needs of 
the children will definitely make a child feel safe, secure and comfortable.

Rishika Tanwar, XII B 
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"Thawing Iceberg: Unearthing Ancient 
Viruses and the Apocalyptic Wake-Up Call"

In a chilling convergence of science fiction, a grim apocalyptic scenario 
looms on the horizon. Deadly zombie viruses, long entombed in icebergs, 
may soon be awakened as global warming continues to melt these frozen 
behemoths. While this may sound like the plot of a dystopian novel, it's a real 
and unsettling possibility.

Viruses preserved in ice for millennia have been discovered, showcasing 
the resilience of these microorganisms. In 2015, scientists unearthed a 
30,000-year-old giant virus from the Siberian permafrost. The thawing Arctic 
has already revealed ancient viruses, sparking concerns about what other 
horrors may lie beneath the ice.

To avert a cataclysmic pandemic, we must take urgent action to curb pollution 
and combat climate change. Our planet is sending us a clear message: the 
consequences of our actions could be far more terrifying than any sci-fi 
thriller. It's time to unite, embrace sustainable practices, and preserve the 
world for future generations. The power to prevent this apocalyptic nightmare 
lies in our hands, and together we can ensure a brighter, safer future.

Joash Jha, XI C 

Reflection
No one has ever denied me anything I need. 
I never asked or expected anything from anyone. 
All that I could ever want was within, 

I soaked in the world's beauty, its nuances, its light, its sounds, and its smells. 
Aching joys of love and its lustres,

Seen only in REFLECTION!!

Parth Keswani, X C

Starry Night
Sitting under the starry night,
Gazing at the stars shining so bright.
She wonders how the twinkling of the gaseous diamonds comes to 
her sight, under which she and her silent tears are stuck together so 
tightly.
Oh, the beautiful and miraculous phenomenon of atmospheric 
refraction takes place, due to which,
The beauty of silence at night keeps her heart at ease.
The atmosphere causes the sky diamonds to move left and right.
And spread in her eyes a shiny light.
Wondering how lovely they look,
But in order for their light to reach her eyes, how much trouble did they take?
She imagines being just like the stars.
She imagines being up there and shining.
Way apart from the cruelty of the world,
Embedded in the dark yet beautiful blanket of the starry night!

Jiya Saluja, X-C 

Illustration By: A. Grace Lepcha, 
VII B
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James Webb Space Telescope
The James Webb Space Telescope is a space 
telescope specifically designed to conduct infrared 
astronomy. It was launched on 25 December 2021. It 
is one of the most complex telescopes in the whole 
history of NASA , riskiest mission ever done .It is the 
largest telescope in space .The main idea behind 
this is to look back in time , to see the very first light. 
It is named after the second administrator of NASA. 
It is a joint mission with the European space agency 
and the Canadian Space agency. NASA’s cost for 
this project was 10 billion dollars. There were 344 
single point failure that is the largest number of 
single point failures in any project till now .
Around 10,000 people worked on this project. Mike 
Menzel ,lead engineer , worked on this project for the 
past 24 years and Amber Straughn, astrophysicist of 
NASA ,worked on this project for 15 years. 

Designing Of Telescope 
There’s a primary mirror from where starlight comes 
in, hits the primary mirror, gets focused down to the 
secondary mirror and gets sent into the black pyramidal 
structure. The mirrors that were used were huge in size. 
The bigger the mirror, the more light will be collected. 
After that is goes back where the instruments are. Below 
the telescope, there is sunshield. To keep the telescope 
cold, the sunshield is used. It blocks the light from the 
Sun, Moon and the Earth so that it doesn’t glow brighter 
than the faint stars it is looking at.
How It Works?
It searches for life in other planets by looking at the 

molecules that are in the planet’s atmosphere. It is able to detect Methane, Carbon dioxide and water 
vapour.
There was a discovery of carbon dioxide in a gas giant planet, orbiting a sun like star about 700 light years 
ago (Exoplanet Wasp-39b). It is a first clear detailed evidence of carbon dioxide ever detected in a planet 
outside the solar system.
First Full Colour Image From The Telescope 
Image was released on 11 July 2022 .Biden unveiled the first full colour image from the telescope. Image 
has the massive galaxy cluster. Every point in the image is almost a galaxy. There are more than 7000 
galaxies in the picture. The distant galaxy is almost 13.1 billion year old and the universe is about 13.8 billion 
years old.
Netra Arora X B

My Dad
The one who never lets me stand alone. 
The one who has set for me a good moral standard. 
The one who has faith in me even when I lose, 
He is the one who is beside me, when I am alone and hurting, 
The one who stands up for me when I need help. 
The one who has always been and will forever be my pillar of support. 
The one who has been my anchor in life’s stormy sea. 
The one who has always been my guiding light in times of darkness. 
The one who will always be my support 
My rock, my mentor, my best friend, my hero -  
He is no one else, but my dad!
I love you Dad!
Composed by Janalyn XI-A, FA-II
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My Supermom 
Mother is the most precious and the most valuable gift from God 
to us. She bears all troubles and problems without letting her child 
get affected by it. She manages every single thing as a promising 
wife, a helpful mother, a caring sister, a lovable daughter, a sacrificial 
daughter- in -law, a generous niece, a friendly mother -in -law and 
as our best friend. She is the strongest person on the Earth. She stays 
hungry but feeds her child.  She stays thirsty but quenches the thirst 
of her child and gives them everything that they want. A mother 
gives all the happiness of the world to her child. She cries, she breaks 
down but handles everything in less than a second. She is the world's 
best teacher who guides us in the right path to our success. How to 
thank her? How to be grateful to her for giving such wonderful things 
and more things that we can't even think of! Is there anything that 
expresses our gratitude to her? Yes do all that makes her smile. 
Can't we just love her the way she loves us? She loves us immensely 
from the bottom of her heart. All she prays for is her child's success 
and their good health. We should love her, respect her and give her 
everything that we can give her. I love her so much, my Supermom!

Karishma Taneja VIII-A, FA-II

My Mom
The one whom I can always turn to, when I am sad and in pain.  
The one who is always there for me with arms open wide. 
The one who is always ready to catch me in case I fall. 
The one who is always there to remind me that I am not alone. 
The one who is always there to encourage me whenever I feel low. 
The one who knows me inside out. 
The one who can read me like a book. 
The one who accepts and loves me for who I am. 
The one who teaches me to be the true version of myself. 
The first one who taught me to have faith in God, to trust and believe in Him 
and Him only. 
The one who taught me to embrace my flaws. 
She is my teacher, my counselor, my best friend, 
My biggest supporter, my home – she is my mom!

Composed by Janalyn XI-A, FA-II 

Time
Time is precious and it plays an important role in life. We should not waste our time 
as it is a treasure. The popular proverb “Time and Tide wait for none" is very true. 
Time once gone, will never come back. Time records birth, growth, death and decay. 

Change is said to be the law of nature and time brings about that nature. Every 
moment can be an opportunity. Managing time is a great skill that each one needs 
two master. increases happiness and wealth. Time does not discriminate between 
people and treats everyone the same. Life presents us with lots of opportunities. 
Never postpone today's work for tomorrow as once today is gone it will never come 
back and we will regret later.

Aadhya Malhotra VIII-B, FA-II

Illustration by Rohan Ghosh 
VI-C, FA-II

Illustration by Sarah Eqbal Hirokoshi 
VI-C, FA-II
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Suvodip Manna VIII-A, FA-II
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Education
Education is beneficial to you,  
But some people dislike it too,  
You might think why is it so? 
Come, let us together know!

It gives you lot of knowledge, 
Which you gain in school and college, 
It makes you educated, 
It is always highly rated.

Education is the way of succession, 
It’ll let the world see your passion, 
Playing games is good too, 
 But won’t compensate the benefits studies would do!

Let's promote education, 
In the world, in our nation. 
If today we firmly decide to study, 
Tomorrow we wouldn’t have to worry!

Written by - Karishma Taneja VIII-A, FA-II 

My Best Pals - My Cousins!!
Cousins are our best pals. They adore you unconditionally and are always 
there for you. 

We laugh and cry together, and we have a good time. A cousin is  one 
with whom you can share everything. I have several cousins, and we 
always have a good time together. The laughter never stops, whether 
we are miles apart or under the same roof. Even as we grow older, my 
cousins will always have a special place in my heart. They are the reason 
for many of my most vivid childhood memories.

Written by Princy Soni IX-C, FA-II 
 

Hawa’s Threads: A Poem woven in Pink Elegance!

In the golden glow of a sunny day, 
I step into Hawa Mahal's display. 
With wide-eyed wonder, I explored, 
The lives of the ancient royal I envisioned.

The kings and queens of old, 
Their stories and secrets, yet to be told. 
Within these walls, a world of grandeur does thrive, 
Where history and opulence majestically collide.

As I gaze at the intricate design, 
I wonder how the architecture did align. 
Marveling at the symphony of domes and arches, 
Crafted by skilled hands, leaving none in darkness.

The delicate latticework, like a spider's art, 
Capturing the sunlight, playing its part. 
Through each jharokha, a gentle breeze whispers, 
The whispering tales of the past, like ancient 
scriptures.

I pondered the time, the effort, the care, 
That went into creating this masterpiece rare. 
A testament to craftsmanship and devotion, 
A monument standing with timeless emotion.

With a heart full of awe and admiration, 
I left the Hawa Mahal, with a vivid sensation. 
Forever carrying the echoes of its regal past, 
A memory cherished; a connection that will forever 
last!

Composed by – Princy Soni IX-C, FA-II 

Illustration by Rikta Majhi 
VIII-C, FA-II
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The Need For Value Education
The need to inculcate value 
education in the present 
education system has become 
the talk of the town. The decline 
of values is seen in every aspect 
of an individual's life.

Nowadays, education is essential 
for a better and a more contented 
life. A person gains respect in 
public by the number of degrees 
he has. But without values, these 
degrees are futile. One who has 
etiquette is looked upto with 
great esteem.

India's literacy rate is slowly rising 
because people have begun 
to realize that 'KNOWLEDGE 
IS POWER.' People know that 
an educated man is always 
welcome and is bound to have 
basic mannerisms in speech and 
action. Education is the magic 
wand that gives an individual 
wisdom, skills, and information. 
It possesses the power to turn 
human society into a community 
of possibilities, but if education is 
not seasoned with morality and 
values, it will lose its charm and 

significance in the coming future.

Vedika Khandelwal, XI E 
Illustration By: 
Pranaya Panwar V A

Cyclonic Storm Asani
Cyclonic Storm Asani, born in 
the Bay of Bengal, hit the coasts 
of India and Bangladesh the 
preceding year, leaving a trail of 
destruction in its wake.

Asani originated as a tropical 
disturbance, gaining strength in 
the warm waters of the Bay of 
Bengal. It eventually intensified 
into a cyclonic storm before 
making landfall in late 2022. 
The storm brought heavy rains, 
strong wind, and a rise in sea 
levels, leading to widespread 
devastation. The cyclone caused 
floods displacing thousands and 
damaging the infrastructure. 
Coastal areas suffered the most, 
with fishing boats wrecked, 
livelihoods lost, and the power 
supply disruptions compounded 

the challenges. The cyclone 
triggered a humanitarian 
crisis, necessitating swift 
action. Disaster management 
teams, relief organizations, and 
government agencies swung 
into action. Search and rescue 
operations were launched. 
Effective early warning systems 
played a crucial role. Timely 
alerts allowed people to prepare 
and evacuate casualties.

Asani underscores the need 
for disaster preparedness and 
climatic resilience. Climate 
change may bring more intense 
storms, emphasizing the need 
for good infrastructure and 
international collaboration in 
tracking and predicting cyclonic 
storms. Thus the Cyclonic Storm 
Asani served as a reminder 
of the vulnerability of coastal 
communities to extreme weather 
events. Immediate response 
efforts were vital, but long-term 
resilience-building measures are 
crucial to protect these from the 
growing threat of cyclonic storms 
in a changing climate. 

Written by -Pushkar Prabhat Jha 
X A, FA-II

All Alone!
Over-thinking, all the time, will the future be great and bright? 
Questions such as these disturb me more deep inside!

Lonely and sleepless nights, 
In darkness, desperately searching for light! 

Fake are the people and the promises they make, 
How lightly my feelings they take! 
They come, they hurt and move on, 
I am left alone, weeping and crying till morn!

I stood up, wiped my tears, 
I pledged to fight my fears! 
For it is now that I have known, 
With God, I am never alone!

Composed by - Chaitanya Vedi VIII-B, FA-II

Illustration by Feliz VI-C, FA-II

Illustration by Radiana VIII-A, FA-II
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Superconductor
A superconductor is defined as a composite metal which does not offer a resistance to electric 
flow when it becomes colder than a critical temperature. What’s fascinating is its levitation 
properties. Superconductors repel magnetic fields due to the Meissner effect. Near the surface of 
the superconductor material, small currents flow (without any resistance) making an opposite 
magnetic field that repels the field from the magnet. Electrons inside the superconductor are 
able to move through the material without dispersing or losing energy and heat. Specifically, 
this phase transition leads to a non-existent electrical resistance, allowing superconducting 
materials to carry a continuous flow of electric current without losses. 
Facts assembled by Chhatra Maurya VIII-C, FA-II

Genome Editing and CRISPR Cas9
Genome Editing (Gene Editing) is a group of technologies that give scientists the ability to 
change an organism’s DNA. These technologies allow genetic material to be added, removed 
and altered at particular locations in genes. Several approaches have been developed. A well-
known one is CRISPR Cas9 short form for ‘Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic 
Repeats’. This has generated a lot of excitement in scientific community because this therapy is 
faster, cheaper and more accurate than other genome editing methods. 
CRISPR Cas9 was adopted from a naturally occurring genome editing system that bacteria uses 
as a defence system. When infected with virus, bacteria capture small pieces of virus DNA and 
insert them into their own DNA in particular pattern to create CRISPR arrays. These arrays allow 
bacteria to remember ‘viruses’.
Facts assembled by Manik Sharma X-B, FA-II

Aditya L-1 Spacecraft
In the “universe” of space exploration, our sun remains one of 
the most unexplored celestial body. To dive into mystery of the 
giant star, India launched the spacecraft, “Aditya L1”. Aditya-L1 
is a Coronagraphy (a technique used in astronomy to block out 
the light from a star) spacecraft to study the solar atmosphere, 
designed and developed by the Indian Space Research 
Organization (ISRO). Nigar Shaji is the project's director. The 
Aditya-1 spacecraft  represents India's commitment to advancing 
its capabilities in Space Science. 
It was launched on September 2nd, 2020. It successfully reached its desired orbit an hour later. 
The spacecraft is expected to give insights into the sun’s behaviour. It studies the solar corona’s 
movements and impact on solar activity. The spacecraft will study the variations in solar wind 
properties, helping scientists understand how they affect space weather. The spacecraft is 
equipped with advanced imaging instruments like the Solar Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (SUIT) 
to capture high-resolution images of the giant star. Talking about the materials, that contributed 
to making such a spacecraft include aluminium alloys for the strength and durability of the 
model, and titanium alloys for resisting extreme temperatures. It also includes Radiation shielding 
materials, solar and heat panels and many more! One of this spacecraft's most important and 
helpful advantage is that by monitoring solar activity, Aditya-L1 can provide early warnings of 
solar flares that can unfavourably affect Earth’s magnetic field and communication system. 
Early warning enables operators of critical infrastructure to take precautions and mitigate 
potential damage.
Understanding solar activities and their impacts on earth is vital for the safety of astronauts in 
space and the protection of our technological infrastructure. It continues to orbit our radiant 
Sun, it promises to light up the mysterious part of our star and deepen our understanding of 
space. With its valuable contributions to solar science, Aditya L1 confirms to be India’s venture to 
unraveling the mysteries of the universe.
Written by Ariba Siddiqui X-A, FA-II

Illustration by Arsh 
VI-C & Daksh Kumar 

VIII-B, FA-II
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Ma Saison préférée

Il y a quatre saisons en France. Le printemps, 
l'automne, l'été et l'hiver. Ma saison préférée 
est le printemps. C'est la saison des fleurs. La 
saison n'est ni trop froide ni trop chaude. En 
Inde la saison dure jusqu'à la mi- avril. C'est la 
saison du parfum, de la beauté et des feuilles 
fraîches. Cette saison est aussi appelée 
prince de toutes les saisons. Cette fois, les 
plantes poussent vraiment bien et c'est le 
moment de la végétation. C'est la saison la 
plus attrayante et la plus saine car moins de 
personnes tombent malades. 
Par Mankrit Kaur 
Class VII -D, FA I 

Frédéric le Grand : un exemple de progrès et d'illumination

J'aime lire des livres et des articles sur l'histoire 
et étudier les personnages historiques. Mais 
parmi tous les personnages que j’ai lus, je 
n’en ai trouvé aucun aussi inspirant que 
Frédéric le Grand, le célèbre roi allemand. 
Frédéric II de Prusse était non seulement un 
stratège militaire compétent, mais aussi un 
dirigeant novateur qui promouvait l'idée des 
lumières et du progrès. Son engagement 
visionnaire envers son peuple a fait de lui 
une figure appréciée et l’un des monarques 
les plus influents de son époque.
En tant que jeune garçon, Frédéric s'intéressait 
davantage à la musique et à la philosophie 
qu'à l'art de la guerre, ce qui conduisait à 
des affrontements avec son père autoritaire. 
Mais je crois que c’est son éducation, sous la 
direction de son père sévère, qui a fait de lui 
un intellectuel discipliné et complet.
Frédéric n'était pas satisfait de la situation actuelle de son pays. Il a remis en question 
les notions traditionnelles et a apporté un changement significatif sous son règne.

FRENCH
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En montant sur le trône, Frédéric ne perdait pas de temps pour mettre en œuvre ses idées 
progressistes. Il a promulgué des réformes massives dans les domaines de l'éducation, 
du droit et de l'agriculture, toutes visant à favoriser une Prusse prospère. Sous son règne, 
la Prusse a connu une ère de progrès culturel et scientifique sans précédent. 
Le leadership militaire de Frédéric a également laissé une marque durable dans l'histoire. 
Ses succès militaires assuraient sa réputation de brillant stratège et élevait la Prusse au 
rang des principales puissances européennes.

Cependant, ce que j'aime personnellement chez le monarque, c'est 
son engagement envers le bien-être de son peuple et son attitude 
bienveillante envers son peuple. Il soutenait la liberté totale de la 
presse et de la littérature et introduisait l'enseignement primaire 
universel dans tous les villages prussiens. Il a reconnu l'importance 
d'une économie forte et d'une administration efficace pour améliorer 
le bien-être social. Ses réformes économiques ont propulsé la Prusse 
vers la prospérité et ont jeté les bases de son avenir en tant que 
puissance économique.

Même après 200 ans, Frédérick règne toujours dans le cœur et l'esprit de son peuple. À 
tel point qu’ils se souviennent encore de lui avec tendresse et lui rendent hommage. Ses 
initiatives audacieuses dans les domaines de l'éducation, du droit et de l'économie ont 
révolutionné la Prusse et ont donné l'exemple aux générations futures de dirigeants.
Par Steve M Santosh IX- D, FA I

Mon amour : La France

France ? La France est un pays que j'aime. Je 
ne l'aime pas à cause des croissants ou de la 
tour Eiffel mais je l'aime à cause de sa culture 
et de sa belle langue, le français. Le français est 
important car c'est la langue internationale de 
la cuisine, de la mode, du théâtre, de la danse 
et de l'architecture. La connaissance du français 
donne accès à de grandes œuvres littéraires en 
langue originale française, ainsi qu'à des films et 
des chansons. La France est également l'une des 
destinations touristiques les plus populaires au 
monde, donc la capacité de parler ne serait-ce 
qu'un peu français rend la visite en France encore 
plus agréable. Personnellement, j'apprécie les 
cours de français car ils sont non seulement 
éducatifs mais aussi interactifs et amusants. 
J'attends toujours cela avec impatience car 
vous pouvez apprendre une nouvelle langue 
sans être jugé sur votre vocabulaire puisque 
tout le monde apprend avec vous. Cependant, 
c'est assez drôle quand quelqu'un lit l'expression 
« oh là là » avec les mauvaises expressions 
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dans une situation triste ou quand quelqu'un prononce mal « laisse » comme « lassi 
». Apprendre le français a définitivement amélioré mon vocabulaire anglais car de 
nombreux mots anglais sont dérivés du français. Connaître le français ouvre également 
des opportunités de travailler dans diverses entreprises françaises. C'est une langue 
assez facile à apprendre et qui présente plusieurs avantages. J'ai l'impression que les 
croissants, les crêpes et les baguettes ne sont que quelques raisons supplémentaires 
d'aimer la France.
Par Acsah Janice IX -D, FA I

Ma visite à Shimla

Ma première visite à 
Shimla reste gravée dans 
ma mémoire comme 
une expérience vraiment 
enchanteresse. Alors que 
notre voiture est tombée 
en panne sur les routes de 
montagne pittoresques, j'ai 
été captivé par la beauté à 
couper le souffle du paysage 
environnant. L'air était vif 
et frais, un répit bienvenu 
de la chaleur torride de la 
ville. En arrivant à Shimla, le 
charme pittoresque de la 
station de montagne m'a 
immédiatement englouti. L'architecture de l'époque coloniale, mêlée à la culture locale 
dynamique, a créé une atmosphère unique à la fois nostalgique et invitante. En me 
promenant dans Mall Road, j'ai savouré l'arôme du thé fraîchement infusé et dégusté 
des spécialités locales, me plongeant dans les saveurs locales. La crête de Shimla offrait 
de superbes vues panoramiques sur les sommets enneigés, et j'ai ressenti un profond 
sentiment d'admiration devant la grandeur de la nature. L'église du Christ était haute 
et élégante, symbole de la riche histoire de la ville. Pendant mon séjour, j'ai exploré des 
attractions à proximité comme Kufri et Chail, qui m'ont offert des paysages dignes 
d'une carte postale et des opportunités d'interagir avec les habitants sympathiques. 
L'expérience de l'équitation à travers les forêts luxuriantes de Kufri et la vue panoramique 
depuis le palais de Chail ont laissé une marque indélébile dans mon cœur. À la tombée 
de la nuit, la ville s'est transformée en un pays des merveilles scintillant alors que les 
lumières illuminaient les bâtiments et que les étoiles ornaient le ciel nocturne. Je me 
suis retrouvé absorbé par des conversations avec d'autres voyageurs et des habitants, 
échangeant des histoires et des rires qui ont créé des liens transcendant la distance 
et les origines. Quitter Shimla était doux-amer, car je portais des souvenirs précieux et 
le désir de revenir un jour. La beauté tranquille, l'hospitalité chaleureuse des gens et la 
sérénité des montagnes se sont combinées pour faire de ma première visite à Shimla 
un voyage inoubliable de découverte et de rajeunissement.
Par NIKHITA YADAV X-B, FA I
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Chandrayaan 

Chandrayaan-3 est la troisième 
mission du programme 
Chandrayaan, une série de 
missions d'exploration lunaire 
développées par l'Organisation 
indienne de recherche spatiale 
(ISRO). Lancée le 14 juillet 2023, 
la mission se compose d'un 
atterrisseur lunaire nommé 
Vikram et d'un rover lunaire 
nommé Pragyan, similaires 
à ceux lancés à bord de 
Chandrayaan-2 en 2019.
Chandrayaan-3 a été lancé 
depuis le centre spatial Satish 

Dhawan le 14 juillet 2023. Le vaisseau spatial est entré en orbite lunaire le 5 août et 
l'atterrisseur a atterri près du pôle sud lunaire le 23 août à 18 h 03 IST, faisant de l'Inde le 
quatrième pays à atterrir avec succès. Sur la Lune, et le premier à le faire près du pôle 
sud lunaire
Le 3 septembre, l'atterrisseur a sauté et s'est repositionné à 30 à 40 cm (12 à 16 pouces) 
de son site d'atterrissage
Chandrayaan-3 se compose d'un module Lander (LM), d'un module de propulsion 
(PM) et d’un rover indigène dans le but de développer et de démontrer les nouvelles 
technologies requises pour les missions interplanétaires. L'atterrisseur aura la capacité 
d'atterrir en douceur sur un site lunaire spécifié et de déployer le rover qui effectuera 
une analyse chimique in situ de la surface lunaire au cours de sa mobilité.
Par Anisha Malik X- B, FA I

6)Peur d'échouer

Peur d'échouer l'une des phobies les plus courantes nommés 
Atychiphobie. Il y a 3 peurs fondamentales et communes 
- la peur de la mort, la peur de l'abondance et la peur de 
l'échec.  Non seulement les humains, les animaux ressent 
également une peur intense lorsque ' ils sont menacés de 
quelque manière quoi que ce soit, qu'ils soient prédateurs ou 
proies. Quelqu'un qui craint l'échec peut craindre d'essayer 
de nouvelles choses, de prendre des risques ou d'embrasser 
la croissance pour cela et est également moins susceptible 
d'essayer de nouvelles aventures et il est également peu 
probable qu'il aboutisse à un résultat infructueux. Avoir 
peur de l'échec peut également être le symptôme d'un 
problème de santé mentale plus grave. La pensée négative 
peut entraîner de graves problèmes de santé et dans des 
cas extrêmes, la mort. Il n'est pas facile de surmonter l'échec 
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mais nous pouvons si nous commençons à accepter l'échec, ce ne sera pas facile mais 
on doit s'entourer 
de personnes qui nous motivent et aident quand on fait face les difficultés. Permet de 
surmonter ensemble la peur de l'échec. Bien que ce soit difficile ce n'est pas impossible.
Par HANNAH EPHRAIM IX- D, FA I

LA SANTÉ ET LA FORME

Une bonne santé est une bénédiction 
pour notre corps. Cela nous aide 
physiquement et mentalement. Une 
bonne santé peut être maintenue en 
faisant régulièrement de l’exercice 
et en maintenant une alimentation 
équilibrée. Il est important de manger 
des repas adéquats ou à temps. La 
forme physique et la santé sont les 
principales sources de bonheur. Cela 
nous aide à accomplir correctement 
nos tâches même si nous sommes 
paresseux ou ennuyeux.
Written and illustrated by: 
Mohd. Ayan IX-C, FA-II

MON MEILLEUR AMI

L'amitié est l'une des plus belles et des plus 
grandes bénédictions de notre vie. Nous 
rencontrons de nombreuses personnes 
au cours de notre vie mais seulement 
quelques-unes nous marquent. Mon 
meilleur ami fait partie de ces personnes 
qui ont un impact positif sur ma vie.
Il est toujours avec moi dans tous 
mes moments. Je me sens tellement 
chanceuse d'avoir un tel ami. Il m'inspire 
par les qualités qu'il possède. Il est 
courageux, divertissant, joyeux, serviable, 
compréhensif et doué également pour les 
études. Nous nous entraidons pour faire de notre mieux. C'est un pur bijou pour moi. 
Nous partageons nos secrets.
Il est très ponctuel, obéissant et honnête. Nous sommes camarades de classe et tous 
les jours nous allons à l'école ensemble. Il est mon système de soutien. Je l'aime et ne 
personne peut prendre sa place dans ma vie.
Written and illustrated by: 
Shubham Kamiliya VI-B, FA-II
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PROBLEMES DES ADOLESCENTS

On peut dire que la phase la plus vulnérable de 
la vie est celle de l’adolescence, c’est-à-dire 
la période de treize à dix-neuf ans. C’est ce 
qu’on appelle la période de l’adolescence. Les 
adolescents sont confrontés à de nombreux 
problèmes. Le problème le plus courant chez 
les adolescents est la pression des études. 
Dans le monde compétitif d’aujourd’hui, les 
adolescents sont confrontés à une pression 
énorme de la part des enseignants et des 
parents. S’ils obtiennent des résultats un peu 
faibles à l’école ou à l’université, ils ne seront 
pas admis dans un bon endroit pour suivre 

leurs études et le chômage s’ensuivra. À cet âge, les adolescents ressentent un manque 
d’amour de la part de leurs parents, ce qui provoque une dépression, une crise d’identité, 
etc. En conséquence, certains d’entre eux deviennent dépendants de la drogue, de 
l’alcool, etc. Dans la plupart des cas, les adolescents font toutes ces choses à cause de 
leur l’influence des amis, la pression des pairs, qui sont aussi de leur âge et possèdent 
la même immaturité. Il s’agit d’une grande préoccupation sociale. En revanche, leurs 
changements physiques les rendent confus et parfois honteux. Ce problème trouble 
davantage les filles lorsqu’elles sont confrontées à des abus ou à des agressions. Toutes 
ces choses affectent profondément les adolescents. Les parents doivent donc faire très 
attention à leurs adolescents pour les aider à traverser cette période difficile de leur vie.
Written and illustrated by: 
Sayon Pramanik VII-A, FA-II

LANGUE QUI PARLE

La langue la plus belle, la plus élégante et la plus 
agréable est le français. Après l’anglais, c’est la 
deuxième langue la plus apprise au monde. Il y a plus 
de 300 millions de francophones. C'est le langage 
de l'éthique, avec des personnalités et des artistes 
célèbres comme Victor Hugo, Molière etc. Comme 
le disait Federico Fellini "Une autre langue est une 
autre vision de la vie !" Et cela était vrai dans mon 
expérience d’apprentissage du français. Cela m'a 
aidé à explorer de nouvelles opportunités, cela m'a 
donné un bel accent, une nouvelle vision et aussi un 
regard sur la magnifique culture française.
Parler le français à l'école m'a donné la confiance et 
j'ai le privilège d'être une étudiante française.
Merci !
Written & illustrated by : 
Ishika Asija VI-A, FA-II
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D;ksa njdrs gSa igkM+ D;ksa njdrs gSa igkM+ 
HkwL[kyu dk Mj eu dks gS tc lrkrk] 
çk—frd foink dk Mj gS rc iuirkA
feêh ds Hkhrj igkM+ksa dh xksn esa
tqVs gSa ge rsjh gh [kkst esaA
v¡/ksjh jkr esa cknyksa dk xjtuk]
ewlyk/kkj ckfj'k dk cjluk]
fcxM+ tkrk gS rc ç—fr dk larqyu]
eu esa jgs vc rks ,d gh yxu]
gksrk gS vc çk—frd lkSan;Z dk iqu% vkxeu]
rsjh lqj{kk gh gS gekjh ftEesnkjh] gS gekjk ;g ç.kA 
xkSjka'k ehuk  xkSjka'k ehuk  
X - v  v 

fganh foHkkx
fganh foHkkx

lnSo uSfrdrk dh vksj lnSo uSfrdrk dh vksj 
/kjrh ij thou dk lQj ] gksrk gS la?k"kZ Hkjk lQj] 
lnSo uSfrdrk ds iFk ij ]iwjk dj thou dk lQj] 
bZekunkjh]lPpkbZ ]uSfrd ewY;ksa dks thou esa viukdj] 
lnSo uSfrdrk ds iFk ij] c<+rs gh tkuk gS gj lgj 
vkt uSfrd ewY;ksa dk gj iy gks jgk gS [kkRek]
ftlls nq[kh gksrh gS ge lc dh vkRekA 
ysfdu gkj u ekurs gq, eq>s c<+uk gS]
eu esa gS geus ;g BkukA
;kf'kdk NkcM+k ;kf'kdk NkcM+k 
IX - chch

ft;k eaMy ft;k eaMy IX - cc
QsFk vdknehQsFk vdkneh - II
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balku balku 
balku gh gS ,d tks jkg cny ldrk gS 
balku gh gS tks dfBukb;ksa ds ikj tk ldrk gSA
pqukSfr;ksa dk lkeuk djrs gq, ]
ubZ jkgsa cukrs gq, 
lcdk gkFk Fkkes gq, 
lcds thou esa [kqf'k;k¡ ykvks 
lnSo HkkbZpkjs dk gkFk c<+kvks ]
u QSyus nks uQ+jr dks] cnyks viuh fQrjr dks 
D;ksafd balku gh ,d tks cny ldrk gS 
eqf'dyksa esa jkg cuk ldrk gSA
vuU;k xxZ vuU;k xxZ 
IX - lh  lh 

vuh'k esVs vuh'k esVs IX - cc
QsFk vdknehQsFk vdkneh - II

i;kZoj.k dk egRo i;kZoj.k dk egRo 
ftl feêh esa ljd &ljd dj] 
[kM+s gq, bl ij pydj] 
ml /kjrh dks ueu djksA
;g Hkkuq vkSj 'kf'k dh fdj.ksa]
'khry gok]
ftlls eu gqvk çlUuA 
ekuo dk /keZ ;gh gS]
i;kZoj.k dks cpkuk gh lgh gSA
çnw"k.k ls thou gqvk tkrk gS u"V] 
ftlls lk¡l ysus esa gksrk gS d"VA
vf/kd ls vf/kd o`{k yxkuk gSA
viuh /kjrh dks LoxZ cukuk gS !
vuh'k voLFkh vuh'k voLFkh 
VIII - chch

vjh=k eUuk vjh=k eUuk VI - vv
QsFk vdknehQsFk vdkneh - II

paæ;ku paæ;ku 
esjk Hkkjr egku] esjh vk'kk esjk lEeku !
ns'k ds oSKkfudksa us o"kksaZ fd;k ifjJe 
paæ;ku vfHk;ku dks vkf[kjdkj cuk;k l{ke 
tc paæ;ku &3 us Hkjh mM+ku]
bljks us fd;k xoZ ls ;g ,syku 
iwjs ns'k esa çlkfjr gqvk dk;ZØe]
xw¡t mBh rkfy;k¡ ]tc paæ;ku us j[kk dne 
fo'o&Hkj esa ygjk;k Hkkjr dk ijpeA
esjk Hkkjr egku]esjh vk'kk] esjk lEeku 
l`f"V] ruh"kk l`f"V] ruh"kk 
IX & v]  & v] QsFk vdknehQsFk vdkneh - II

vfudsr nkl vfudsr nkl X - vv
QsFk vdknehQsFk vdkneh - II

fganh foHkkx
fganh foHkkx
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cpiu vkrk ugha nqckjk cpiu vkrk ugha nqckjk 
vkt eSaus ,d dkxt dh uko cukbZ vkSj cgk fn;k mls 
cgrs ikuh esa]
vkt eSaus ,d dkxt+ dk gokbZ tgkt cuk;k vkSj mM+k 
fn;k mls [kqys vkleka esa]
lkspk vc rks cpiu ykSV gh vk,xk oks vYgM+] oks 
ftankfnyh okfil vk tk,xh 
oks cM+ksa dk I;kj nqykj okfil feysxk] HkkbZ cguksa dh 
uksad & >ksad Hkh okil vk tk,xhA
fdrus dkxt [kpZ gq, liuksa dh mM+ku Hkjus esa] 
cpiu dk le; vkrk ugha nqckjk] ftls ;kn dj fny 
[kq'k gksrk esjkA
'kkEHkoh'kkEHkoh
X - Mh Mh 

rsjs fcu eSa dqN Hkh ugha rsjs fcu eSa dqN Hkh ugha 
fdruh Hkksyh fdruh I;kjh] 
gj vUnkt esa rw gS U;kjha]

lks jgs gksrs gS lc tc pknj rkus] 
tkx mM+rh gS rw fcu lksps fcu tkusA 
chekjh esa Hkh dke lkjk dj nsrh] 
jkr es lc rS;kjh djds gh rqe lksrhaA

eSa gw¡ uV[kV vkSj papy] 
ij fdruk lq[knk;h gS rsjk vk¡pyA 
ek¡ rw gS fdruh lqanj] 
viuk nq[k j[krh vius gh vanjA

bZ'oj ds çse dh >yd gS rw] 
?kj dk gj dksuk egdkrh gS rsjh [kq'kcwA 
dfy;ksa dk Qwyks dk lcdk dguk gS] 
yk[kksa] gtkjksa eas ek¡ rw lcls lqanj gSaA

eSa gw¡ rsjh gh ijNkbZa] 
rw gS esjs fny ds gj dksus esa NkbZ! 
vdsyk NksM+ eq>s tkuk uk dgha! 
rsjs fcu ek¡] eSa dqN Hkh ugha!

fefgj fyyksfB;k  fefgj fyyksfB;k  
VIII - Mh  Mh 

lqHkknhi ekbrh lqHkknhi ekbrh VIII - ll
QsFk vdknehQsFk vdkneh - II

bekSu bekSu VIII - cc
QsFk vdknehQsFk vdkneh - II
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lquk gS esgur ls rdnhjsa curh gSa-----lquk gS esgur ls rdnhjsa curh gSa-----
lquk gS esgur ls ydhjsa curh gSA
esgur ls gh rks rdnhj laojrh gSA
eqf'dyksa dk Hkh gy t+:j fudyrk gSA
rHkh tkdj lQyrk dk dey f[kyrk gSA
ijh{kk dh jkr esa fdrkcsa gks tc gkFk esa]
uhan eq>s [khaps viuh rjQ 
ijh{kk dh fpark gS pkjksa rjQ]
i<+rs&i<+rs u tkus dc lqcg gqbZA
bl rjg ,d ubZ fnu dh 'kq#vkr gqbZA
eSa py iM+h fo|ky; dh vksj] 
tks ys pys eq>s esjs y{; dh vksj] 
bl rjg /khjs&/khjs fnu chrrs x,] 
thou esa mrkj&p<+ko Hkh c<+rs x,] 
ysfdu gkj u ekurs esjs dne] 
vkxs dh vksj c<+rs gjne ]
pqukSfr;ksa ds igkM+ dks <dsyrs gq,]
y{; ikus dks c<+rs gq,]
D;ksafd lquk  gS  esgur ls ydhjsa curh gS] 
esgur ls gh rks rdnhjsa laojrh gSaA
HkkX;Jh] eUur HkkX;Jh] eUur 
IX – lh] lh] QsFk vdknehQsFk vdkneh - II  

dksf'k'k rks djdksf'k'k rks dj
dksf'k'k rks dj] gy  fudysxkA
vkt ugha rks dy lc lqy>sxkA

/khjs&/khjs iwjk lalkj cnysxkA
esgur vkSj dksf'k'k ls tc vkxs c<+sxk]

nqfu;k dk dksbZ dke rc eqf'dy ugha yxsxkA
dksf'k'k rks dj gy t+:j fudysxk
esgur dj dqN rks gkfly gksxkA

rHkh rks Hkfo"; laojsxkA
tks djuk gS oks dj] ugha rks oä ugha BgjsxkA

;g le; gS dqN dj fn[kkus dk] thou dks 
lQy cukus dk]

dksf'k'k rks dj] gy t+:j fudysxkA
vkt ugha rks dy fudysxkA

vueksy vueksy 
IX & lh]  & lh] QsFk vdknehQsFk vdkneh - II  

l;u iksjs l;u iksjs VIII - ll
QsFk vdknehQsFk vdkneh - II

izhrh] oS".oh izhrh] oS".oh IX - vv
QsFk vdknehQsFk vdkneh - II
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sesjs fo|ky; dh if=dk esjs fo|ky; dh if=dk 

gj lky dh rjg] bl ckj Hkh vk xbZ fo|ky; dh if=dk] 
lcds fnyksa ij Nk xbZ if=dk]
jaxhu i`"Bksa ls lth gqbZ]
fdLlksa] dgkfu;ksa] dforkvksa ls Hkjh gqbZ] 
lqanj&lqanj fp=ksa ls gS lth gqbZ]
mlds ,d i`"B ij esjh QksVks Hkh Fkh Nih gqbZ]
ftls ns[kdj eq>s cgqr gh [kq'kh gqbZ] 
gj lky dh rjg bl ckj Hkh vk xbZ fo|ky; dh if=dk] 
lcds fnyksa ij Nk tk,xh ;g if=dkA
vkfc;k elhg  vkfc;k elhg  
QsFk vdknehQsFk vdkneh - II, V & v  & v 

vaxnku gS egknkuvaxnku gS egknku
vaxnku nqfu;k dk lcls cM+k nku 

gS] bls egknku Hkh dgk tkrk 
gSA  ejus ds ckn vxj vkidk 
fny fdlh ds lhus esa /kM+ds rks 

blls cM+h ckr D;k gks ldrh gSA 
vaxnku djdj vki fdlh dks u;k 
thou ns ldrs gSaA gesa viuh lsgr 
dk /;ku j[kuk pkfg,A ;ksx vkSj 
O;k;ke djuk pkfg, ftlls gekjs 

vax LoLFk jgsaA fdlh va/ksa dks 
vxj vk¡[ksa fey tk,] rks mldk 
iwjk thou cny tk,xkA vaxnku 

rc gksrk gS tc fdlh O;fä ds 'kjhj ds vax dks mldh lgerh ls gVk fn;k tkrk gSA vaxnku 
thfor vkSj e`r nksuksa voLFkkvksa esa fd;k tk ldrk gSA gesa cPpksa dks vaxnku dk egRo fl[kkuk 

pkfg, vkSj mUgsa çsfjr Hkh djuk pkfg, fd og cM+s gksdj vaxnku djsaA vaxnku dks c<+kok nsus ds 
lkFk vax rLdjh dks jksduk cgqr t:jh gSA

^vaxnku gS egknku] ftlls feyrk gS fdlh dks thounku* ^vaxnku gS egknku] ftlls feyrk gS fdlh dks thounku* 
'kSjy xksfn;k&'kSjy xksfn;k&X v v
QsFk vdknehQsFk vdkneh - II

vuh'k vuh'k IX - cc
QsFk vdknehQsFk vdkneh - II

vjhck vjhck X - cc
QsFk vdknehQsFk vdkneh 
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s

RayNard Abraham, XIC Raj Hait VIIIA, FA-IIDoyal VI-B, FA-II

Priyanka Chaudhary, VIB Luvkush VI-B,FA-II
Garv Kukreja V-C, FA-II

Rakshit Abraham X B

Tubaa Parveen 
III-B, FA-II

Julley Monasha 
VII-C, FA-II

Snigdha VIB, 
FA-II (1)

Mannat Nagpal, VIII C Raj Hait VIII-A, FA-II
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Arts & Crafts
Aakansha Bharti Ariba Siddiqui XB, FA-II

Arnav Patra VI-C, FA-II

Akash Maji VIIB, FA-II Alisha Bhatia X B

Dev Kumar VIII-A, FA-II

Ashmi VI-A, FA-II Avi Saini 

Ariba Siddiqui 
X-B, FA-II

Akash Maji VII-B, FA-II Aarna Choudhary, 
VI B
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Best 
Out of 
Waste
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Through the
Lens….

Shriya Premanand IX-C, FA-II

Shyla Vij XII A

Sourav Samanta 
IX-B, FA-II

Subhajit Guchait 
IX-C, FA-II

Venya Sharma 
X-B, FA-II

Yash Verma X-A, 
FA-II

Goransh Thareja 
XII C

Rakshit Abraham XB
Prerna X-B, FA-II

Koheli 
Mantri XI-B, 

FA-II

Jovia Solomon XI-A, FA-II
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Through the
Lens….

Asmeen XII A

Aarush Khandelwal 
IX-C, FA-II

Divyanshi XII A

Jennifer Solomon VIII-C, 
FA-IIPalak Rai XI-B, FA-II

Support Staff
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